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FOREWORD

Some of the biggest
and best ideas are
happy accidents
On a day in 1941, an entrepreneurial Swiss engineer
with a passion for walking returned home from
the Alps to investigate the tiny seeds stuck to his
trousers. In 2018, his Velcro business was worth
$500m.
Many of the hundreds of science and technology
businesses located in the Oxford-Cambridge
Arc are springing from serendipity collaborations
borne out of cutting-edge sectors being brought
together in innovation clusters across the region.

This region is home to world leading businesses
and academics searching for the technological
and scientific solutions to our global problems.
A strong consensus is building for rapid action to
decarbonise our economies and our leaders are
being increasingly challenged to deliver Good
Growth – health, housing affordability and a high
quality environment – rather than simply jobs, skills,
incomes and a rise in GDP. Places such as Oxford
and Cambridge are leading the way on this.
The Arc’s Industrial Strategies also set out a
commitment to enhancing the region’s natural
resources and the recently announced Environment
Bill will embed biodiversity net gain in the UK
development process, with the already high-quality
Arc environment having the potential to become
the UK’s exemplar biodiverse region.

Patrick McMahon
Senior Partner, Bidwells
patrick.mcmahon@bidwells.co.uk

The world’s biggest tech firms are partnering
with life science researchers in an effort to solve
the human race’s biggest problems. They know
that breakthroughs and great new ideas emerge
not from a single person or function, but at the
intersection of functions or people.

But more must be done, and the UK economy
transformed. The knowledge economy is not driven
by a chase for gains in GDP or GVA but rather an
academic push to combat the universal challenges
that threaten our planet and humankind.

This pioneering spirit has spurred us to partner with
global architects Perkins and Will, and Blackstock
Consulting, to bring together 25 built environment
industry leaders with assets totalling over £50bn,
to think big about the Arc and the future of UK
regeneration.

The Arc is now home to some of the world’s most
talented people; the scientists and researchers
driving the world’s knowledge economy. The
region’s world-leading academic institutions are
now better collaborating with the fertile business
ecosystems being established around them. Some
global businesses of the future are being nurtured.

We’ve canvassed the views of some of the UK’s
most thoughtful developers, investors and well
informed science and tech businesses, giving them
free reign to tackle policy areas they feel need
radically transforming.

Universities can be powerhouses of regeneration in
regional cities but the UK planning system is failing
and the uncertainty and risk inherent to the planning
process puts off institutional investors, who are keen
to have certainty in whatever they do.

The ideas help inform a series of 16 policy
recommendations which we are calling a Radical
Regeneration Manifesto. We urge current and
future governments and all other political parties
to give serious consideration to these proposals, to
step up delivery, spark knowledge-led sustainable
regeneration, and serve as an engine for economic
growth to the rest of the UK.

Some of the issues outlined in this manifesto can be
remedied and the successes of our region’s best
universities can be emulated across the UK. These
are all ideas that can help drive a new knowledgebased economy, spurring crucial technological
collaboration between universities and industry,
fostering healthier communities, and possibly even
nurturing future UK regional powerhouses too. At
least that’s the dream.

We’ve done their homework for them by looking at
locational factors, mobility and access, planning and
management policies, and how we can respond
to the needs of the companies driving so much
of the Arc’s economic growth: its science and tech
occupiers.

If we want to secure a sustainable and prosperous
future for the next generation, it is time to start
thinking radically about how to do it. We are
turning a political page in the UK what better time
to be radical?
2019
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Our cities’
pasts haunt
their growth
Steven Charlton
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Introduction by Steven Charlton

Our cities’ pasts
haunt their growth
Cities started for
two reasons
They were either points of geographic supply
– offering minerals, a river crossing, or a point
of defence – or they were trading locations at
important crossroads. Those crossroads of trade
soon became centres of exchange and drew further
growth, while supply towns spawned industries
that attracted and fostered business. Then a third
type established itself: religious, administrative and
educational centres.
They were either added to the original city, like
Oxford or Cambridge, or created anew, like Brasilia
or Canberra. Either way, they became the centre
of the exchange of knowledge for powerful and
influential people.
In turn, this attracted more growth, but the result was
cities far more diverse than those built on exploiting
raw resources or even trade. They had national or
global draw, as the seats of power and learning.
Despite these attributes, the ability of the most
successful cities to provide infrastructure is all too
easily overwhelmed by population growth. The end
result was pollution and overcrowding.

The result is a falsified version of Christaller’s Central
Place Theory: natural centres of exchange and
learning, shaped though hundreds of years of
growth and migration, were artificially compressed.
Others were forced to grow, but without being
given the assets needed.
Gradually, movement patterns and people’s quality
of life within this structure have become untenable.
What is needed is a regional re-think.
Regeneration at a regional scale, not tinkering
about at the edges, but with a full reset: Radical
Regeneration.
It is difficult to add new centres of geographic
supply or centres of trade with the changes being
wrought by online commerce but there is a natural
fit with the knowledge economy. A knowledge
exchange remains a powerful driver of growth and
can touch every aspect of society, economy and
environment.

Steven Charlton
Managing Director,
Perkins and Will
steven.charlton@perkinswill.com

A knowledge-based economy has the potential
to create diverse and resilient locations through
its length of supply chains and breadth of
employment opportunities, as the foundation for
future regeneration.

Skip forward to 1947, and the Town and Country
Planning Act is introduced in the UK. Slum
clearances, green belt growth control, and new
towns spring from a modernist desire to improve
people’s quality of life.
The condition of the Oxford Cambridge Arc has
been shaped by this altruistic action. The problem
is that this policy constrained the knowledge cities
and hampered their potentially global reach and
instead, founded new towns – with no anchor in
raw materials, trade or knowledge.

2019
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The opportunities
this represents
are endless
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Introduction by Andrew Teacher

The opportunities this
represents are endless
Growing up in the 1980s, the Britain of smoking,
strikes and poll tax riots wasn’t a wholly inspirational
place. But at the end of the decade, as the country
shifted gear from the slow decline of industry into
being a nation of services, Canary Wharf emerged
from the rubble of London’s docks to forge a new
global capital of commerce. Cash became king.
In the interwar years, housing in England was part
of a unified department covering health. As Britain
– like much of Europe – creeps towards an era of
older, wiser, but ultimately more costly citizens for
healthcare, well-being needs to be taken seriously.
By 2030, one in five people will be over the current
retirement age. That requires us to unite urban
planning with housing, delivery and local politics in
much the same way.
Let’s be honest though, the elderly are just as much
of a problem for planning. Older people are far
more likely to attend planning committees and
oppose development and the polarisation between
those with housing equity and those without has
widened. This social and financial unease fuels
discontent, yet despite dozens of promises and
housing ministers, the localism of the Blair and
Cameron years is still the order of the day. A better
balance must be struck in listening to local voices
that aren’t so loud and taking decisions in our best
strategic interests, rather than simply baying to those
with the time – and financial resources – to oppose
development.
In fairness though, who can blame them? As was
noted in recent research from Grosvenor, it’s
the view of a firm majority that there is rarely any
short-term upside from development for locals.
Property already starts with a terrible reputation
in many quarters – worsened in recent years by a
simultaneous surge in homelessness and profits,
along with front page coverage of rumbling
leasehold and new build quality scandals. It’s a huge
risk to companies, yet many still fail to recognise or
take it seriously. Many pay lip service to consultation;
slapping around phrases like “placemaking” without
any real notion of what it entails, content to pass off a
noodle stand charging people £9 for chow mein as
“a street food hub” to engage the community.
Many firms such as those contributing to this report,
do not do this. They think over the long term and
see the big picture. Policy must do the same. The
short-term political cycle (no more than five years,
but often shorter given current volatility) is wholly at
odds with the nature of regeneration. While it’s true
that certain cabinet members are on par with Doctor

Who in their ability to resurface despite seeming
and often repeated episodes of career suicide, the
horizon of politics barely extends past the end of
the BBC’s next sci-fi series. This has to change, by
extending the timescales for consideration in-line
with the realities of regeneration. There needs to
be a shift towards a more diverse array of actors
beyond the big players in development. For SME
developers, all but wiped out since the 1990s,
the stresses and delays of development can often
cripple. Better supporting of small firms through
provision for Homes England must be a priority.
As Britain’s knowledge economy continues
to burgeon, with sectors like space, medical
technology, IT and AI emerging at different rates,
they will require a similar diversity of talent to
flourish. By not giving them the freedom to grow
unabated, we are cutting our noses off to spite our
faces. There has to be an open system of visas for
graduates wishing to work, and for high-value firms
best placed to generate wealth for our country. We
all see the positives from having borders open to
knowledge, skills and opportunity.

Andrew Teacher
Founder and MD,
Blackstock Consulting
andrew@blackstock.co.uk

I know from my own experience of helping to
launch and exit prominent tech start-ups that finding
talent is tough. When I founded Blackstock, my
vision was to lead an independent advisory business
offering strategic consultancy, content creation and
analysis alongside straight-forward comms advice
that didn’t separate print, digital or broadcast media
from public affairs and financial PR. We work with
property and tech companies to help them tell the
best version of their story – whether it’s to investors,
local politicians or indeed the press. The property
industry needs to get better at this. It has a great
story to tell and doesn’t need to be confined to a
past of black and white TV.
We want to engage debate around what changes
could really foster new investment and innovation
across key regions in Britain, focussing on all that the
Arc and its many surrounding areas represents and
ensuring its place as a global brand. But to capitalise
on the growing torrent of institutional investment
into the market, it is vital that the right infrastructure
is prioritised and political games aren’t played
with funding that portrays a false choice between
short term needs and long term investments. A
tremendously bright future awaits us, irrespective
of what Brexit brings. We need to develop in spite
of politics and get vocal about how radically things
need changing.

2019
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Recommendations:
1.

2.

3.

PDR+ for brownfield and transport hubs: Permitted
development rights for selected brownfield sites, and a
presumption in favour of high-density development for new
homes and commercial space adjacent to centrally-located and
urban-fringe rail stations, where pre-agreed criteria are met
around density, use and design standards. Local authorities to get
central government funding for public services such as schools,
hospitals and GPs to support increases in population
People’s planning lottery to fight nimbyism: Introduce a jury
service style planning application review system that includes a
set percentage of all age groups, particularly 18-25 year olds, and
people from neighbouring areas
Prioritising off-site manufacturing: Fast-tracking housing built
in factories can be led by radical interventions from Homes
England but this requires the Treasury to better support
investment into factories, requiring a longer term perspective.
We need a presumption in favour of sustainable offsite
development and a mandate that a minimum percentage
of public land is developed using modern methods of
construction. Homes England should be supported by the
Treasury to use the full weight of powers it already has to grant
planning consent and be progressive in supporting offsite
manufacturing

9.

Business rates: A five-year business rates exemption for new
knowledge-industry start-ups and all independent retail
businesses located in high streets as well as a pause on charging
empty rates on vacant buildings designated by councils

10. Regional devolution: Create a regional planning authority like
that created for the Olympics, which is able to independently
take decisions about development in an area, with the test case
being the Arc, made up of members of the local community and
businesses to ensure no bias and that all local interests are met
11. Update 300-year-old planning in three years: Radically overhaul
archaic use class designation for sites, making planning and uses
of land more flexible when consent is granted with a range of
uses permitted so that they are responsive to local needs and
market changes
12. SME house builder support: Measures to focus financial
and planning support towards small developers who are
disproportionately hit by the costs of delays and bureaucracy are
vital. This must include targeted Homes England funding and a
commitment to help revive small rather than medium or large
developers who are often overlooked. Capital requirements must
be loosened to reflect the position many small firms are in and a
set percentage of public sites should be set aside for SMEs

4.

Cadbury tax: Global firms that typically receive tax breaks in this
country should be pressured to provide homes for a percentage
of all workers within a specific income range and close to their
offices, labs or hubs

13. Carpool hokey-cokey: Tax breaks for businesses that play the
game and provide comprehensive mobility solutions such as
minibuses and others, for staff to get in and out of town centres in
Oxford, Cambridge and Milton Keynes

5.

Zero Emissions Development: Make net zero carbon efficiency
a prerequisite for new developments, restoring the zero carbon
homes policy scrapped by the government in 2015, and use
Modern Methods of Repurposing to make existing buildings
more efficient and less wasteful. Mandating negative emissions
for green belt development schemes could also provide an
incentive that brings online, land sorely needed for new housing

14. Digital planning: We need to fully digitise government platforms
such as the Land Registry and Planning Portal, with a focus on
Open Data that enables innovative tech firms to plug into these
data sets to help identify trends and solutions

6.

Housing associations: Restore proper levels of grant funding,
enabling HAs to deliver real quantities of social housing and an
expanded shared ownership drive

7.

Designing carbon-free communities: Embed PassivHaus design
principles into planning and shift the burden of proof onto
developers to prove why they cannot meet specific standards.
Mandate a locally determined and enforceable greenhouse
gas per floor area target for commercial buildings that is tied to
a development’s insurance and create a dedicated sustainability
section in public consultation to clearly communicate to the local
community the environmental credentials against benchmarks

8.

Visas: Fast-track visas are essential post-Brexit for any company
registering a patent in the UK in the last 12 months, as well as for all
EU and international students graduating in the UK with degrees
in key courses related to STEM fields – science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (and medicine)

15. Digital engagement: We need to have a digital-first planning
engagement platform that enables anyone to engage with
planning. Currently, if you don’t turn up at the community centre
at a given time, you can’t contribute. The majority of Britons own
smartphones and communicate digitally. Planning needs to get
with the times and engage people in this way to reduce costs,
increase participation and amplify engagement
16. Well-being: Needs to be quantified and made a key
consideration in planning application criteria. Currently,
bias is towards quantity at any cost rather than meaningful
improvements to quality of life and experience

Triple lock down as the industry’s call to arms
Government to agree to a triple lock down on regeneration:
To ensure certainty, politicians cannot touch or influence three of
these points once implemented

2019
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SECTION ONE

Chapter One

Innovation and clusters
Policy recommendations
I.

To focus national R&D investment into more innovation
centres and laboratories in urban centres.

II.

T o be socially inclusive and strengthen the links between
secondary education and the innovation ecosystem; to
give young entrepreneurs access to industry through
more STEM work experience, apprenticeships and FE
colleges within science parks.

Why
We cannot force urban innovation districts into the
same mould as other success stories: each must find
its own route to prosperity. To do that, they should
be able to encourage the successes they have
developed and the new industries developing there.

Author

The failing
By taking a holistic, joined-up approach to innovation
across the UK, regionally and nationally, we can focus
on connected collaborative eco-systems across
urban and major campuses containing national
research infrastructure.

David Williams
Head of Business Space Agency, Bidwells
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SECTION ONE

Chapter One

David Williams, Partner,
Business Space Agency, Bidwells

Encouraging
innovation
through clustering
The UK has a long heritage in innovation
and today’s ecosystem is sophisticated,
extensive and world-leading. The Industrial
Strategy sets out a clear national framework
for investment to position the UK as a global
leader in innovation. The target is to reach
national R&D investment of 2.4% of GDP
by 2027, injecting tens of billions of pounds
into the UK knowledge economy.

Innovation is essential to the future
economy: it brings new ideas, technologies,
jobs and most importantly, growth.
The challenge is that research and design – the
backbone of innovation - is not an immediately
profitable part of any small business. It is time
consuming, difficult and unpredictable.
Enabling that research function is critical, as
it is the soul of technology companies and
the knowledge economy. Alongside policy,
education and private enterprise the built
environment plays an important role in that.
While innovation cannot be forced, the right
conditions can be created for a better chance
of survival and growth, and the clustering of
companies can stimulate innovation.
Innovation, and the formation of
genuinely new ideas, demands going into
unexpected and unknown places.

The fertile areas of innovation often exist at
the juncture between sectors, be it space,
healthtech, digital, energy or engineering.
It also happens most where there is the
collaboration between business, academic
and public research organisations.
In short, innovation relies on diversity in
clustering which can only be achieved
through scale and taking this joined-up
approach.
The 700 acre Harwell Campus is a perfect
example of this. Businesses rub shoulders
with UK government-backed agencies
like the Science and Technology Facilities
Council plus the European Space Agency,
UK Space, Faraday Institute, Medical
Research Council and 30 plus international
universities at any time, all using the national
research facilities like Diamond Light Source
and RAL Space.
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Urban innovation areas are more
constrained by area. Therefore, they
need to follow a different path in form
and function, typically centred around
universities, hospitals or large research
corporations.
Cities enable easy and quick communication
alongside the places where people
choose to live and work, many of whom
often choose between cities on an
international level. The universities of
Oxford and Cambridge for example, have
a high proportion of overseas students,
consequently resulting in an international
innovation eco-system. If the innovation
clusters are to attract and most importantly
retain these people, then they must be
places where they want to be, both in terms
of growing their business and to live.
Urban innovation areas need to
accommodate incubation space, mixed
between offices/R&D/laboratories. This
space needs to be sufficient in size and
flexible in order to allow for growth. As
companies grow they tend to gain more
independence and move to outlying
campuses or other locations.
As one of the fastest growing global
economies, Oxford is embarking on a
major regeneration programme in the city
centre to provide an innovation district
and accommodate the fast-growing
economy. This will add hundreds of
thousands of square feet of new offices,
laboratories and academic space,
alongside more places to live.
Urban clusters and outlying campuses
accommodating the more ‘land hungry’
infrastructure, work in conjunction in a ‘hub
and spoke’ model.
This model is regional rather than local to
any one city, and much is to be gained
by communicating this collectively in an
open platform, with a clear and simple
identity. The Oxford-Cambridge Arc is
anchored by Oxford and Cambridge, but
accommodates 10 universities and over 35
science campuses and innovation districts,
many with their own specialist research
facilities.

This regional cluster model clearly relies
upon efficient communication, both
digitally and in person.
Whilst this chapter is focussed on innovation
and clustering, it would be remiss not to
consider how economic growth relies upon
retaining these innovative organisations.
Very often these organisations have to move,
thinking “what do we do now”? The economy
relies on keeping and nurturing these
organisations, which generate employment
and contribute to GDP. Larger campuses
work hard to provide this property ‘lifecycle’
of grow-on space but again, it is important to
have this wider regional platform to make all
options easily accessible.
Finally, a word for manufacturing. Whether it
be life science, sensors, digital, engineering
or electronics, the UK is the place for
technology companies to manufacture. Take
the space sector: within a matter of years
there will be UK-built satellites, launched
from UK-built rockets from a UK launch site.

Contributor
Angus Horner
Director and Shareholder, Harwell Campus
What do you think of the idea that business
rates income should be channelled towards
providing housing and infrastructure within
the Arc for a set period of time?
This already happens successfully in
Oxfordshire and elsewhere in connection
with infrastructure, via retained Business
Rates income inside Enterprise Zones so
this is an idea that certainly warrants further
consideration.

Our aim should be for beautiful homes that
lift our spirits and which are built sustainably.
Currently there is too much simple placement
of standard house types and template layouts
on a master plan and then site.
We must listen and talk in detail to local
residents and potential future residents about
what they value and want. They will have
design thoughts and are also often extremely
clear about what facilities are lacking inside
their community.
What can we do to improve connectivity
without relying on cars to get from A to B?
In the near term, say the next 10 years, we
should focus on greater train use and the
railway’s current operational resilience plus
have a good look at ticket pricing. Where we
need to develop the railways, we should use
former rail lines and other legacy infrastructure
where practical.
We should also continue doing all the
other usual green transport things such as
developing sustainable working patterns and
plans through flexible working hours, home
working, cycling, walking, buses, car shares
etc.
What is the one thing that could be done to
cement the Arc’s status as a leader in future
industries?
We can improve its status by celebrating more
explicitly and loudly its existing credentials,
successes and strengths.

How do you approach master planning for
well-connected homes in the countryside?
Housing developments should be
proportionate to the size of existing
settlements and be located in tandem with
current and planned supporting amenities
and infrastructure. Homes should be located
adjacent or close to jobs.
We should prioritise brownfield sites, respect
site specifics and properly draw upon the
local vernacular.

2019
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Chapter One

Q&A: John Sommerville, Managing
Partner, Creative Places
What are the benefits of being based near
a global top 10 university?
From discussions we have had with R&D
businesses, the principle benefit is from
access to a pool of highly qualified staff,
endorsing the findings from the YouGov
survey commissioned by Bidwells and
Creative Places, which identified that
retention and recruitment was the number
one issue for these organisations.
Companies also benefit from the cluster
effect – as business numbers grow in a
cluster (often around a major university)
they find more partners to work with, more
staff to recruit and more access to capital
to enable businesses to grow. This effect is
amplified around top 10 universities.
There is also a brand benefit, with such
universities having globally recognised
brands for education and research that can
be enhanced through academic board
membership.
What do science parks need to do to
support the growth of start-ups?
Start-ups face significant issues as they
develop new technology and seek to grow
markets.
They need premises that are fit for purpose
and leases that provide sufficient flexibility
to enable them to grow (or contract) quickly.
Science parks typically provide a range of
property from small suites on short-term
arrangements to ‘grow-on’ space that helps
enormously.
Such companies can benefit from help
in recruitment, corporate structuring,
marketing, IP protection, business plan
creation etc and science parks often
provide support to start ups through the
events they run and programmes they
implement. Such environments also enable
start-ups to learn from each other, sharing
problems and solutions which are often
invaluable.
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Could firms investing in start-ups and
new technology have an exemption from
business rates for a period of time?
The question is more whether the
companies they invest in can have such
exemption, as this reduces start-up costs.
For small start-ups, the exemptions for small
businesses already provide some really
important help. In other cases, enterprise
zones extend this to larger businesses
and again provide really important cost
reductions to enable businesses to grow,
alongside others and often alongside
universities.
Could universities be tasked with divesting
a proportion of land for homes in the Arc?
Universities are already working to provide
new housing for their own staff and
postgraduates (as well as undergraduates) in
some instances.
Cambridge is a really good example
where the new development at Eddington
is enabling the university to offer cost
effective accommodation to help attract
postgrad students and where they have
also created development opportunities
on their land to increase the stock of private
market housing.

They are also major contributors to
infrastructure improvements through the
planning contributions linked to planning
permissions, which then facilitate the release
of land in nearby locations.
What one single thing will help the Arc
cement its status as a leading S&T or
innovation cluster?
Both Oxford, and more so Cambridge,
already have a number of bodies
promoting their clusters as world leading.
For the ARC as a whole to raise its global
profile, it needs to bring together in a single
point, information on all the fantastic assets
that exist across the region and compare this
with other leading clusters across the world.
Innovation districts need to be identified
and local authorities and metro mayors
incentivised to act as champions for these
areas, identifying their assets and strengths
and building and branding on top of these.
Civic leadership and digital connectivity,
power and planning policies in line with
innovation districts are fundamental to growth
as is a long-term partnership view and these
authority figures need to be empowered and
motivated to drive these forwards.



Funding to support this
endeavour is required from
central government and
consideration should be
given to creating an ARC
promotional organisation,
rather like the Northern
Powerhouse or Midlands
Engine that can co-ordinate
investment and effort.

Enterprise innovation activity 2014-2016 %
All

% saying Innovation active

% saying innovation active
businesses that introduced form of
innovation

% saying Internal R&D activity

49

36

17.7

47.3

35

16.1

Size of enterprise
0-49
50-99

53.8

39.9

23.2

100-249

58.9

40.4

26.5

250+

63.1

44.4

30

Region
North East

42

29.5

13.7

North West

48.7

36

18.1

Yorkshire and The Humber

49.3

34.1

16.5

East Midlands

51.6

38.4

20.7

West Midlands

52

38.7

19.4

Eastern

51.6

38.8

16.8

London

46.9

36.8

16.5

South East

51.1

35.6

20.8

South West

52.5

37.3

18

Wales

46.5

35.8

17.9

Scotland

45

33.3

13.8

Northern Ireland

38.8

28.3

14.7

Source: ONS - UK Innovation Survey
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CHAPTER TWO

Universities,
the 500 year
landlords
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Universities: the
500-year landlords
Policy recommendations
I. 	Visas: Fast-track visas are essential post-Brexit for any
company registering a patent in the UK in the last 12 months,
as well as for all EU and international students graduating in
the UK with degrees in key courses related to STEM fields –
science, tech, engineering & mathematics (and medicine)

Why

II. 	University-SME link-ups: Offer grant funding to universities
that develop part of their estates as space for private sector
SMEs. This will incentive spin-outs and further collaboration
between universities, small businesses and start-ups on
commercial applications for the latest academic research
breakthroughs. It will also help the UK secure a position
post-Brexit as the world’s crucible for R&D.

Universities are central to the knowledge economy
– they have the potential to drive the growth and
economy of the future.

Author

The failing
While the UK has 29 of the world’s top 200
universities, and consistently attracts the brightest
and best, the opportunity is to tap even deeper the
nation’s talent pool, encouraging students to come
and stay, and fostering ever stronger links to business
and economic innovation.
Richard Todd
Partner, Head of Oxford, Bidwells
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Richard Todd
Partner, Head of Oxford, Bidwells

The power of UK
universities
The UK has 29 of the world’s top 200
universities. Every year, 450,000 of the best
and brightest from around the world come
to our shores. 100,000 of those are masters
students.
If we want to look to regenerating our
towns and cities, we need to look at these
powerhouses of knowledge that reside
within them.
Liverpool, Nottingham, Lincoln – cities in
serious need of economic regeneration –
welcome 30,000 new students every year,
of which 8,000 are postgrads.
Universities are a way of educating our
youth, and a national resource that ensures
the intelligence, innovation and research
that will drive our future economy.
We should not make universities temples
of capitalism but we should offer more
chances to our best and brightest to create
new businesses and commercialise their
ideas.
This is what America has done with great
success for some time and what France is
actively trying to develop.
The advantages are clear

• Towns gain new industries, new income
from tax and a new lease of life

• Students stay where they are, developing
their ideas in fostering environments
rather than just joining existing companies
in London

• Universities can point to their ability to
secure graduates jobs, thereby attracting
new students, while profiting from the
commercial success of their spin-outs
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Providing the right space

Encouraging students to stay

A crucial element is providing the right
space and environments for university
spinouts. The examples of Manchester
and Begbroke show how universities can
use their land to develop space that their
students can use to develop ideas.

It is not just physical assets that will develop
these economies. It is also policy.

The space, as mentioned in other chapters
of this report, needs to be tailored to
these start-ups, but that does not deter
profitability if done correctly. Crucially it
must be flexible, physically and in terms of
leasing, and maintain ties to the university
to access its facilities, but also because the
university will be a shareholder.
In Cambridge and Oxford, where space is
in short supply, science parks are the natural
fit for these fostering areas. In Manchester,
where there is more brownfield land, space
can be more central.
Working with universities

22% of university graduates (and 38% of
those with first and upper second class
degrees) leave the town when they have
finished, attracted by the job opportunities
of London. Many international students
return home, deterred by visa regulations.
There needs to be more policy to
encourage students to stay either through
cheap space offered to home grown
talent or easier visa rules for students of the
university.
By encouraging a more diverse
range of students, as Oxford is doing
with its outreach programme, more
diverse backgrounds and viewpoints
can be brought to research and the
commercialisation of projects.
Developing the rest of the town

The private sector can also develop sites
alone – the key is a dialogue with the
university and its spinouts – but more
partnerships between universities and
developers are also possible.

This must not be done in isolation to the rest
of the town. Housing, infrastructure, and
future space for spin outs to grow into after
their formative years are critical.

Previously universities, as registered
charities, had to jump through hoops to use
their assets for development. Now they can
borrow from the private market in the form
of bonds and cash raises.

For example, Oxford has often suffered
in this regard: its traditionalist viewpoint
towards its Central Business District (CBD)
has stifled the development of housing and
business space.

This means that they and developers can
build out new facilities such as business
parks, with the university chipping in some
of the land or development cost, and the
developer providing the private sector
expertise.

However, if that means more science parks
around the CBD then we should wholeheartedly develop that. With housing in
short supply, we should look for those
science parks to provide affordable housing
for staff.

The end result is a scheme that provides
an income stream for the university, the
developer and a space for companies that
the university wants to develop from its
students.

What is often lacking is strategic vision.
Local authorities, the private sector and the
universities need to work together to drive
development and growth.

This is a common practice in America and
we should not be ashamed of it here.

Where are the UK’s Postgraduate students based?
University

Students

Postgrad

%

1

Cranfield

4,355

4,355

100.0

2

Bath

25,545

5,945

23.3

3

Bedfordshire

12,800

2,325

18.2

4

Belfast

27,010

6,130

22.7

5

Birmingham

81,810

20,815

25.4

6

Bournemouth

22,175

3,390

15.3

7

Brighton

39,355

8,655

22.0

8

Bristol

53,640

13,855

25.8

9

Cambridge

20,510

7,970

38.9

10 Cardiff

42,370

10,555

24.9

11 Dundee

19,160

4,840

25.3

12 Durham

18,330

4,495

24.5

13 Edinburgh

74,560

20,840

28.0

14 Exeter

24,045

5,565

23.1

15 Glasgow

70,770

19,900

28.1

16 Ipswich

5,375

465

17 Leeds

77,170

18,610

24.1

18 Leicester

17,410

4,855

27.9

51 -100%
13

15

26 -50%
0-25%
24

8.7

19 Liverpool

58,455

12,800

21.9

20 London

371,015

125,810

33.9

21 Loughborough

17,315

4,205

24.3

22 Manchester

93,510

23,420

25.0

23 Milton Keynes

117,935

8,945

7.6

24 Newcastle

53,115

12,110

22.8

25 Norwich

20,170

5,075

25.2

26 Nottingham

63,990

14,865

23.2

27 Oxford

17,170

4,055

23.6

28 Oxford

24,915

10,275

41.2

29 Plymouth

24,815

3,605

14.5

30 Portsmouth

24,395

4,090

16.8

31 Sheffield

60,405

16,325

27.0

32 Southampton

35,200

8,180

23.2

33 Warwick

25,705

9,185

35.7

34 York

25,075

5,795

23.1

Source: HESA

Percentage of postgrads

11

12

34
17
22

19

31
21
05

26

18

33

10

14

08

25

23

27|28

32

16

03
20

02

06

09

01

30

07

29
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Contributor
Dr Andrew Grant
Finance Bursar and Fellow
University College, Oxford

University of Manchester:
ID Campus

Oxford University:
Begbroke Campus

The University of Manchester is searching
for a joint venture partner to bring forward
its £1.5bn ID Manchester redevelopment.
The 26-acre site on its north Campus will not
be for student accommodation or academic
purposes, but 3.5m sq ft of commercial
space aimed at innovative and small
companies.

The Begbroke science park is the only
park wholly owned by Oxford University,
and is what it calls “the interface between
start-ups, Oxford’s world-leading scientific
research programmess and industrial
research and process development.”

Professor Dame Nancy Rothwell, vice
chancellor of the university, says the model
is based on American examples such as
MIT’s Kendall Square.
The university has contributed £746m to
Manchester’s economy though businesses
spun out from its research functions.
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It encourages companies to work together
and provides on-site design to support
R&D, while allowing them to use university
facilities.
An active part of its business model is
allowing companies based there to
tap into the university’s research, while
also enabling research to seek out and
interact with those seeking commercial
involvement.

Universities,
widening
participation
and student
accommodation
support
UK universities are increasingly aware of the
need to open their doors to students from
under-represented and disadvantaged
backgrounds. They are conscious of their
responsibilities as engines of social mobility,
and enabling the knowledge economy.
Oxford is working hard to ensure that talented
students from any and all backgrounds know
that they will be welcome, and to challenge
the sense that some parents, teachers and
students worry it is beyond their reach. If the
student is hard-working and has potential to
be high-achieving, Oxford is accessible.
Widening participation is being championed,
reaching out into communities to support
those from less advantaged backgrounds
so that they are effective applicants and
supported for success. And so to unlock their
potential. For Oxford to continue to deepen
its efforts, it needs suitable facilities and
additional accommodation capacity. Thus, a
university’s widening participation agenda
informs its estate strategy. But it’s not just about
bedrooms and lecture halls. We know that if
students are to succeed they need to inhabit
spaces that support their welfare, promoting
social interaction while also respecting privacy.
This environment has to support inclusivity by
taking full account of the diversity of individual
and cultural requirements. Therefore,
accommodation has to be found on sites
with all the amenities of communality, with
public transport and access to the social and
functional resources that underpin excellence
in higher education.

Contributor

Contributor

Phil Kemp
CEO, Bruntwood SciTech

Gregg Bayes-Brown, Marketing and
Communications Manager,
Oxford University Innovation

It’s all about
the talent
Knowledge-based companies live and die
by the talent that they can attract. A decent
salary and job prospects are no longer
sufficient: people want great places to
work that stimulate connections with other
people, provide space for creativity, and that
encourage reflection, exploration and fun.
To succeed, science parks need to create a
centre of gravity for talent. They need to be
‘the place to be’, offering the next generation
of workers the place to become the best
version of themselves. They need a strong
narrative that genuinely taps into people’s
professional aspirations and desires at an
emotional level. Innovation is an adventurous
journey, and science parks need to make
places that encourage personal growth and
exploration.
If universities are the guardians of our future
knowledge, science parks are the conveners
of that knowledge-based talent. Working
closely with universities helps to provide a
steady pipeline of new talent for staffing,
and taking a strategic view with councils can
inform place-making strategies that consider
how knowledge flows around a city and
make connections between disparate parts.
We can convene:

•
•
•
•
•

What makes
Oxford and
Cambridge so
special?
The universities act as magnets for high
research spend and talented, smart people.
There is also a perceived mark of quality
from both institutions, which can open the
doors to talent, investment and the like.
We should remember that neither are
particularly special, but both cities have
critical mass and with the right strategy, it
could be replicated.
How important are the universities to
Oxford and Cambridge businesses?
Silicon Valley is often lampooned for its
companies saying they will “change the
world”. Arguably, many have – Google is a
spinout of Stanford.

Technologies in our portfolio include:
autonomous vehicles, fusion energy,
universal flu vaccines, scans that predict
heart attacks before they happen, quantum
computing, a platform for tackling multidimensional poverty, and tech-based
treatments for blindness-causing conditions.
It is a similar story over in Cambridge.
All these could have a legitimate, positive
impact on the world, and have been made
possible through Oxford and Cambridge’s
efforts to turn university ideas into real
world impact.
Where do OSI/OUI workers graduating
from Oxford University live?
OUI and OSI’s workforces don’t necessarily
come from the university, nor do the
people working in the spinouts - although
many are Oxbridge.
Some opt to live rurally, but those without
the capital to buy a house in Witney or
Bicester typically live in Oxford where they’ll
be paying over £700 a month for a meagre
room in a dilapidated house.
The housing shortage is a problem.

However, recent examples perhaps do not
live up to this hype. Snap, a platform built
largely on the notion of being able to send
users temporary explicit pictures, arguably
does not move humanity in a bold, new
direction.

Academia with commerce
Jobseekers with job opportunities
Corporates with start-ups
Investors with entrepreneurs
The public with the private sector
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CHAPTER THREE

Future Industry
Encouraging the technologies that will
drive the next industrial revolution
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Future Industry
Policy recommendations
I. 	Business rates: A five-year business rates exemption for
new knowledge-industry start-ups and all independent
retail businesses located in high streets as well as a pause
on charging empty rates on vacant buildings designated by
councils

Why

II. 	Visas: Fast-track visas are essential post-Brexit for any
company registering a patent in the UK in the last 12 months,
as well as for all EU and international students graduating in
the UK with degrees in key courses related to STEM fields –
science, tech, engineering & mathematics (and medicine)

New tech is central to the knowledge economy
and will drive the next industrial revolution. National
policy must be oriented towards encouraging
growth and innovation.

Author

The failing
Policy is well meaning but must do more to support
the growth of start-ups and to join thinking between
the worlds of research and business – this ranges
from policies affecting visas, to tax breaks for
innovation, to more space for expansion.

Holly Dawson
Partner, Business Space Agency
Bidwells
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Holly Dawson
Partner, Business Space Agency
Bidwells

Rather than focusing on what we want, we
must focus on creating the conditions that
stimulate tech growth:

Identifying the
technologies that
will drive the
fourth industrial
revolution

•
•
•
•
•
•

Anchored by the universities of Cambridge
and Oxford, there has already been an
explosion of high tech industry along the
Arc this has been despite, not due, to policy
and planning.
Now we must do everything in our power to
protect, nourish, and replicate that growth.
The UK vision – according to the National
Industrial Strategy – is to be the world’s
most innovative economy. To do that it aims
to boost technologies in four key areas: AI/
data, ageing societies, clean growth and
future mobility.
These encompass a huge range of
technologies, but we should not be limiting
ourselves.

Dense business networks
Competition and collaboration
University and business interchange
Access to finance and business support
Stimulants for productivity and innovation
Global market access

Policies, strategies, grants and facilities
must replicate, support and stimulate
these factors to enable more technological
growth.
Enabling technology transfer – getting
promising tech to the market
There is a gulf between the work of
scientists, and that practically applied by
engineers creating new products and
technologies. The challenge is integrating
the two and creating a culture of
comprehension.
In America, President Obama started
the National Network for Manufacturing
Innovation, which created a series of
innovation hubs where industry and research
could collaborate. In the form of public
private partnerships, everyone had a stake.

university/private sector partnerships are still
the exception, rather than the norm.
Enabling business and the private sector
Stateside, it was government grants
that supported the initial discovery of
the microchip and the internet, but the
development was left up to the private
sector.
The UK government should be looking
to do the same now, supporting new
technologies through grants, but leaving
it to business to find the commercial
applications.
This needs the right kind of grants but also
the right kind of real estate, in a businessenabled environment where ideas and
inventions are commercialised and spunout, and entrepreneurs are supported.
Much focus at the moment is on helping
tech companies to access the increase in
grant from the NIS. This is correct, but it
must also look towards supporting later
commercial applications.

Along the Arc there are similar examples,
though not on the same scale, while

Key industries along the arc
Aviation: Cranfield Aerospace Innovation
Integration Research Centre, Luton Aviation
Cluster, Midlands Aerospace Cluster, Marshalls
Life sciences: Cambridge Biomedical Campus,
Babraham Research Campus, Oxford Science
Park, LMB, One Nucleus, Oxfordshire Bio Network
Future energy: UK Atomic Energy Authority,
Westcott Fuel and Battery Cluster, Cambridge
Cleantec, Oxford GreenTech
Creative and Digital: Pinewood Studios,
Cambridge Wireless, Microsoft Research
Laboratory, MK Geek Nights, Cambridge Network,
Oxfordshire Digital Spinouts, Bletchley Park
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Space: Westcott Venture Park, Airbus Defence &
Space, Culham Science Centre, Harwell Science
and Innovation Campus
Future Transport: Race at Culham, Millbrook
Proving Ground, UK Autodrive, Transport System
Catapult
Advanced Manufacturing: Motorsport Valley,
Silverstone Technology Cluster, Milton Park,
Oxfordshire Cryogenics Cluster

Source: Economic Vision the Oxford Cambridge Arc

Case study: A new concept in personal air mobility
Volante Vision Concept is a near-future study that envisions a luxurious form of air travel in the shape of an autonomous hybrid-electric
vehicle with vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) capabilities.
Launched at Farnborough International Airshow 2018 in partnership with Aston Martin, Cranfield Aerospace Solutions and Rolls-Royce, the
aircraft aims to prove a new concept in personal air mobility for fast, efficient and congestion-free urban and inter-city air travel.
It exemplifies Cranfield’s capabilities in combining cutting-edge research and academic rigour into real-world application through
partnerships with the private sector.
Work from the consortium continues on the next stages of concept development with Cranfield University being the technology partner
on areas such as the autonomous flight controls, connectivity and security of the aircraft. Digital aviation research at the university will also
support how the aircraft fits into the wider transportation ecosystem.
Professor Iain Gray, Director of Aerospace at Cranfield University said: “The research and development functions of the university are
essential in enabling a holistic approach across the areas of aerospace, automotive and manufacturing technology for a design which
encompasses so many different aspects”.
The project also takes advantage of Cranfield’s global research airport, being one of the few universities in the world to have its own
airport, allowing the development and testing of airside and groundside technology.
“Volante provides a superb testbed in digital aviation, autonomous systems and the electrification of aerospace, and is an excellent
example of how universities can work with the private sector to develop the technology of the future and put the UK at the forefront of
new industrial development”, added Professor Gray.
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Q&A: Roz Bird,
Commercial Director, MEPC
What the most important thing to focus on?
The nub of it for me is “what do occupiers
want? Where are they at the moment, and
what will attract them to Silverstone Park?”.
That’s a constant evolution – there are
some things that tenants always want, but
also those that we should change. So it’s a
constant survey and having management
staff on the ground is essential.
This means we need a range of space to
help a business grow, and we also need to
help companies attract and retain the best
staff – because that’s the most important
factor for most companies.
What can science parks do to aid tenants?
Firstly we need to have a range of space,
lease lengths and types. An established
science park provides the full range.
Then there needs to be a heart, a sociability
to the area, to encourage interaction but
also create a community spirit. This can
range from business events to TED-styletalks, football tournaments to on-site
barbecues.
We should also think about facilities that
can help tenants. We worked with Hexagon
Manufacturing Intelligence to set up a
metrology facility, that all companies within
Silverstone Technology Cluster can access
on an adhoc basis to measure and check.
It’s the sort of facility JLR has, but that small
companies did not have access to before.
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I went round to the various companies on
the park and asked what they wanted, and
this came up. Smaller companies can now
take on new contracts and work without
having to lay out the expense of buying
their own. Even now we have networking
events around it.
What roles do universities have to play?
We need to be clearer about how we use
universities and the private sector and in
particular who owns intellectual property,
because this can inhibit growth.
Universities play an essential role in training
and attracting a group of highly employable
individuals to a particular area, and
obviously their research is invaluable.
However the way some university
enterprise departments can be set up – and
in particular their control over intellectual
property rights – can strangle the ability of
individuals to take their IP out and start up
their own business.
Of course universities should make
money from their research – it will in turn
encourage them to do more – but we must
have the right kind of policies in place to
ensure it stimulates economic growth, rather
than stifling it, and especially doesn’t deter
the private sector from working with them.
So there is a debate to be had about
the role of universities in the knowledge
economy, and in particular about creating
clearer practice around IP to encourage
research, but also economic growth.

Silverstone Park, MEPC
MEPC’s Silverstone Park currently
houses over 80 companies across
400,000 sq ft of space in the
Silverstone Technology Cluster.
Started in the 1970s, the park has
been built off of its racing and
automotive history. A highly skilled
staff base has evolved around the
park and there are 3,500 high tech
companies within a one-hour drive.
However, those companies now
work in a variety of industries
and the park has positioned
itself to attract companies from
advanced engineering to software
development.
The park provides a range of space
and lease types, from older cheaper
space to brand new buildings,
depending on occupiers and their
stage of development.
At the smallest end, the park
provides virtual tenancies and
shared space, alongside flexible
office and industrial units that can
be rented on a monthly basis.
Larger units are available for
bigger companies, as is bespoke
development. A further 2.1m sq ft
can be built out.
MEPC has a management team onsite to help tenants and encourage
interactions between businesses. Rent
at the park is kept at market levels, to
ensure high occupancy and keep it
competitive with others in the area.

Geographical distribution of accelerators in relation to spinout companies from UK universities
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and infrastructure
stations as anchors
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Transport and infrastructure –
stations as anchors
Policy recommendations

Why
Without infrastructure we cannot grow
yet we have lost the connection between
place making and mobility.

I. 	PDR+ for brownfield and transport hubs: Permitted
development rights for selected brownfield
sites, and a presumption in favour of high-density
development for new homes and commercial space
adjacent to centrally-located urban and urbanfringe rail stations, where pre-agreed criteria are
met around density, use and design standards. Local
authorities to get central government funding for
public services such as schools, hospitals, GPs to
support increases in population
II. 	Update 300-year-old planning in three years:
Radically overhaul archaic use class designation
for sites, making planning and uses of land more
flexible when consent is granted with a range of uses
permitted so that they are responsive to local needs
and market changes

Author

The failing
We are talking about investing in new
infrastructure when there are clear failings
in the way we utilise and maximise the
effectiveness of existing infrastructure and
integrate it with the urban fabric.

Peter Baird
Associate, Perkins and Will
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Peter Baird, Associate
Perkins and Will

Urban design
around stations

Travelling between London and Luton
Airport, there are few buildings above two
storeys near any station, yet this is a major
potential growth corridor. The same is true
for Stansted, and even Southampton.
We need a mechanism that changes how
we think about land around stations and the
role that stations play in our urban areas. We
need to provide for a future that supports
self-contained towns and global mobility
with much more complex relations between
work, life, and travel – not just city centres
and dormitory commuter towns.

Closures in the 1960s shut stations based on
usage, rather than their relationship to land
use, creating a disconnect between station
locations and the urban centres they could
serve. Recent new stations have often been
‘Parkways’, providing park and ride facilities
with no relation to development patterns.

New stations should only be brought
forward if they are accompanied by plans
for significant development in a mixture
of employment and housing supply depending on location.
Catchment should be designated by
existing path and street networks and
not radius catchment. If a development
demonstrates added accessible walking
routes, placing it within the 10 minute
catchment, it can be considered within the
A1123
zone - adding to the
release of land value.

HUNTINGDON

Oxford-Cambridge Arc
A428

The government should instigate a
mechanism of ‘station zones’, to promote
increased density, or residential and
employment uses around existing stations.
A programme of incentives based on land
within a 10 minute walking catchment could
operate similarly to Enterprise Zone tax
benefits.

Where do stations fit in?

Rail stations have evolved from being
glorious city gateways in the Victorian era to
grubby industrial parts of town, overlooked
and closed down, to the neighbourly
entities of connection they are today.
However, their integration into the urban
realm remains patchy.

A45

Creating new ‘Station Zones’

Creating a station without an urban centre
around it is a missed opportunity. Are we
making the most of these critical assets
– especially when we are considering
investing billions into new rail lines?

NORTHAMPTON
A45

A425

A6

A509

WATERBEACH
A14

A1198

A1

GIRTON INTERCHANGE

ST NEOTS

CAMBRIDGE NORTH

CAMBOURNE

A428

CAMBRIDGE

10,076
A5

A361

76,513*
A508

TEMPSFORD AREA

BEDFORD

SANDY

BEDFORD MIDLAND

M1

125,758

BEDFORD SOUTH

BASSINGBOURN

MILTON KEYNES

A43

A422

13,609

SANDY (relocated)

268,607
BANBURY

A11
CAMBRIDGE
SOUTH

ROYSTON

4,609

M11
BUCKINGHAM

BLETCHLEY

A421

M40

A10

18,179

A4260

A6

WINSLOW
BICESTER NORTH
BICESTER

CALVERT

A4095

30,643

A41

A505

STEVENAGE

BISHOP’S STORTFORD

LEIGHTON BUZZARD

6,324

A120

LUTON

A1M

1,533

A602

A4146

OXFORD

AYLESBURY

OXFORD
128,547*

M1

A40

THAME

M40

Source: ONS, Citypopulation
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A413

A4010

A416

HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

M25

Population Density
Varsity Rail Line
Existing Rail Station
Proposed Rail Station
© Bidwells 2019

Current development density around the new stations proposed in the Varsity Line
Place*
University spin out companies

Bedford

Ridgemont

Woburn
Sands

Bletchley

Winslow

Bicester

Oxford
Parkway

Oxford

0

0

0

0

0

0

25

61

305,219

335,989

331,527

325,460

375,032

342,382

418,728

473,988

Ave. office rent (£psf)

12

13

13

15

14

14

17

22

No. schools1

14

2

4

12

3

11

2

8

3815

58

478

2389

206

1965

801

2491

Ave. house price

Pop. density (Km2)

This includes primary, secondary and special needs schools (Source: Data collected from Spinouts UK, HM Land Registry, CoStar, OS (Ordnance Survey) and ONS (Office for National Statistics). Averages taken
from a 5x5km grid square in which the station will potentially be located.

1

Within these new zones we should focus on
three areas:
i. Alignment to land use patterns
Which is more important to put next to a
station: employment or residential?
There is a relationship between existing
urban centres which supply employment,
but we must avoid just saying ‘residential’
in the majority of places. Smaller towns are
in danger of creating commuter locations,
and should seek to promote employment
at affordable costs relative to larger cities.
Schools and retail are also a natural fit, but
they must support the existing centre – not
compete with it.
ii. Travel Choices
We do not necessarily make the same travel
choices every day. We should plan for a
greater mix of mobility choices and place
greater value on proximity to stations as
interchange locations.
Interchanges need to increase the mobility
options on offer. They are the anchor to
the regeneration whether they are a grand
central terminus or a rural train halt. They
must be integrated with micro-mobility: the
cycle network, public transport, footpaths,
to allow full interaction with the urban realm
they support.

iii. Quality of Design
Stations are unique pieces of infrastructure
that create a special sense of place. They are
the gateway into an area and generate life
and activity.
New station zones offer the potential to
transform places, but without consideration
for design they could create a feeling of
disconnect with the urban centres they
should support.
As such, they must be built with a character
that draws from the local context, and that
creates new townscapes which support the
joy of discovery.
New and old rail
Alongside existing stations that support
existing employment hubs, there is huge
potential for new stations along HS2 and the
Varsity Line.
The table above shows the disparity
between locations along the Arc. Owing
to their rental prices and space for
development, consideration should clearly
be given to potential employment and
education pipeline in these areas, not just
considering them dormitories for additional
housing.

2019
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Contributor
Zachary Zabel, Senior Associate
Nelson Nygaard

Corporate
Mobility

Save Money
Conserve resources by
reducing parking

Transportation Demand Management (TDM)
is an evolving sector that employs a variety
of strategies to reduce drive alone rates and
parking demand at a site or district level.
Throughout America, major employers,
including many Fortune 500 corporations,
are at the frontline of implementing TDM
and emerging mobility options to remain
competitive and reshape the employee
commute experience.
At the project level, it reduces the need
for expensive on-site parking, increasing
site development opportunities. At the
human resource level, providing nondrive alone options for mobility such as
commuter shuttles, dynamic trip planning,
transit subsidies, bike share, and multimodal
design improves employee health,
productivity, and retention outcomes.
In addition, many of the world’s most
dynamic companies see mobility as a way
to attract the best and brightest entrants
to the workforce, many of whom are more
than comfortable with the idea of mobility
as a service from the tap of their phone and
place a higher value on lived experiences in
vibrant urban environments than aspirational
car ownership.
From a marketing standpoint valuing
transportation choices creates a public
image that may be welcomed by the
community through reduced congestion at
a regional level and lower carbon emissions
on a global level.
By prioritising diverse mobility options in
site development, corporations can achieve
significant return on investment in the areas
of real estate, sustainability, and overall
employee convenience and satisfaction.
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Attraction +
Retention

Commute experience
is a key factor in
deciding a potential
employment
opportunity

Sustainability
Reduce firmwide emissions by producing
options beyond driving alone

Walk, bike, thrive

Happier employees

Active commuting improves employee
health and boosts workplace vitality

Reduce daily stress while
improving employer productivity

Source: DfT National Road Traffic Survey
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Urban design: ditching cars,
embracing homes
Policy recommendations
I. 	Carpool hokey-cokey - tax breaks for businesses
that play the game and provide comprehensive
mobility solutions such as minibuses and others, for
staff to get in and out of town centres in Oxford,
Cambridge and Milton Keynes as an initial test

Why
The future is carless (or at least electric cars).
Journey sharing is the key and intelligent
design can allow for this.

II. 	Transport hubs: Presumption in favour of high-density
development for new homes and commercial space
adjacent to centrally-located, urban and urban fringe
rail stations, supporting quick development within
close proximity to urban transit
III. 	Embed PassivHaus design principles into planning
and shift the burden of proof onto developers to
prove why they cannot meet specific standards
IV. 	Mandate a locally determined and enforceable
greenhouse gas per floor area target for commercial
buildings that is tied to a development’s insurance
V. 	Create a dedicated sustainability section in public
consultation to clearly communicate to the local
community the environmental credentials against
benchmarks

Author

The failing
There has been no real focus on creating carless
environments, or discouraging their use (short of
increasing tax on fuel).

Andrea Imaz
Senior Urban Designer, Perkins and Will
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Andrea Imaz, Senior Urban
Designer, Perkins and Will

Fighting single
occupancy car
commutes is key
for suburban
knowledge
economies
Mobility is critical to the success of
innovation districts. The talented workers
that any knowledge cluster relies on want
to live in interesting places and work in
interesting environments but crucially, they
don’t want to spend half their lives getting
from one to the other.
This isn’t much of a problem for citybased knowledge economies. They can
rely on mass transit systems. However, it’s
often a big issue in suburban knowledge
economies such as the Oxford-Cambridge
Arc, which are typically made up of
scattered science and business parks.
These locations are less likely to have transit
connections, being more reliant on the road
network and presenting a significant share
of single occupancy (essentially one worker
in a car) commutes. High rates of car use
lead to high traffic, and longer commute
times – and therefore lower quality of life
talent retention.
Traditionally, this has been fought through
planning regulations balancing further
development with required infrastructure
investment. But is this infrastructure solving
the problem or just increasing it over
time? Furthermore, will this infrastructure
be useful in the face of new mobility
disruptions?
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Journey sharing is the key. Internationally
recognising science and tech locations are
supporting employee shuttle systems for
the benefit of their workers. Equally, our
knowledge clusters must organise mobility
schemes to offer alternative choices to their
current and prospective employees. These
options can take many different forms –
from the likes of targeted shuttles, through
to internal or external carpooling apps and
incentive schemes.

Change in traffic on major roads by
region and county in Great Britain,
from 2008

East Midlands

10.4

Ultimately, it’s in the interest of any
knowledge cluster to take the lead on
promoting different commute options for
employees. It helps them attract and retain
their own tenants, by making it easier for
their tenants to attract and retain workers.
Knowledge clusters are best placed to
advise on (and put in place) alternatives,
thanks to the familiarity with their
communities and the wealth of data they
can often draw upon on daily commuting
patterns.

West Midlands

8.3

East of England

15.2

London

1.7

South East

7

South West

8.8

England

8.3

Scotland

9.5

Wales

9.3

Great Britain

8.4

So in practice, what are the sorts of things
that a science or business park would need
to do to successfully reduce its number of
single occupancy commutes? The example
of Milton Park is instructive – not only in
getting a better idea of the problem, but
also what kind of difference needs to be
made by the alternatives to effect behaviour
change.
Firstly, a detailed travel survey is key. Milton
Park’s study received over 1,700 entries,
representing more than 20% of the Park’s
population and revealing commuting
origins, modes and behavioural patterns.
Secondly, in order to provide alternative
mobility options, such as a shuttle scheme,
spatial data exploration and analysis is
needed. In plain English, if you offer a
shuttle bus, how close does the bus stop
need to be to your employees and how
much quicker does it need to be than their
current commute to get them to take it?
While nobody enjoys a commute in traffic,
plenty of people still prefer the privacy of
driving alone versus sharing a bus, unless
the latter is convenient and quicker.

Location

Change:
2008 to 2018 %

North East

9

North West

4.6

Yorkshire and the Humber 8.7

Initial visualisation of data showed hotspots
of journey origin and estimated driving
flows pointed to areas that would be
best served by a bespoke shuttle and the
most effective potential itineraries. Further
analysis was able to calculate that about 30%
of their single occupancy drivers would be
likely to change to the new shuttle scheme
as their origin location was within five to 10
walking minutes to suggested stops and
their commute would potentially be faster
than current public transport options by
nearly 50%.
The third step is overcoming the
uncertainties of any pilot scheme. For
example, how many employees have clear
‘barrier to change’ circumstances that mean
they must be deducted from any potential
user numbers? What is the best way of
phasing in any new scheme’s routes to
ensure it can both be funded properly and
have the most effect on traffic flow? And
what support is either required or available
from the local authority to help implement
commuter travel initiatives?

Ultimately, more flexibility from government
in planning regulations is the unaccountedfor piece of the puzzle. Enacting surveying,
analysis and alternative choices on offer
should be essential in allowing further
development in knowledge clusters
before forcing them to fund costly road
improvements past fixed floor space limits.
In the meantime, the onus is on knowledge
clusters to prove that they can make the
most of existing road space with smarter
transport provision – and enable them to
make the most of the existing talent pool
in the workforce, objecting to spending its
best years stuck in traffic.
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Living locally,
embracing health
and embracing
homes
If we want sustainable and healthy towns
to really help people, environments need
to be designed to make healthy living and
working choices easier. While policies such
as the sugar tax and the ultra low emission
zone may be effective, policy can only do
so much.
We should be using intelligent urban
design to help communities be fitter and
healthier, and provide greater life chances
for all.
The design of Purfleet-on-Thames – done
in conjunction with our JV partner Swan
Housing Association – is focused on
facilitating exercise, sustainability and wellbeing.
What that means is we have designed a
town centre to support an existing and new
community, which currently has very limited
local amenity and where walking is often
the least attractive and possible option, to
be pedestrian and bicycle friendly.
We will be creating community retail hubs
in walking distance of homes, stopping
the need to use cars to reach the nearby
shopping centres and other essential dayto-day community services, while bringing
jobs and business opportunities to the
community so that they can live and work
more locally. Our master plan will ensure
that the site is permeable so people can
easily access each area, and will create sight
lines to central London, the River Thames
and local landmarks so pedestrians can
always orient themselves.
The aim is a series of interlocking and wellserved walkable neighbourhoods, which
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will promote a modal shift from vehicular
transportation to pedestrianisation and
cycling. This will not only make for a more
healthy vibrant neighbourhood, but will also
remove unnecessary trips from the strategic
road network surrounding Purfleet, freeing
up road space for necessary longer distance
journeys. We will not exclude cars, but
rather reduce the priority for car use and
make streets safe for all users.
This type of design will support a better
quality of life for older people, giving
them access to town centre amenities and
activities within easy walking distance, and
help to create a sense of community – all of
which will combat loneliness and the sense
of being stranded in their own homes.
A walkable community is also better
for young people, allowing them
more independence and a variety of
opportunities locally. Those in ill health and
from poorer communities will also benefit
from a stronger community with a variety of
opportunities and stronger support systems.
Families will be supported such that nursery
care, schools, aftercare and jobs will be
available in close proximity.
A strong street network, which will in itself
be a pleasure to explore on foot and by
bicycle, will be interwoven with a series
of green and open spaces designed to
be safe and attractive. This will encourage
active leisure activities such as informal play,
a fitness regimes, dog walking or organised
sports.
Urban design must step up to this task, by
creating places that create a strong street
network. Strong street plantings and well
designed green spaces help to ensure
clean air and put activity, community and
well-being at their heart. We must help to
reconnect urban areas with neighbouring
communities and the countryside. As
developers, it should be our mission
to design out obesity, air pollution and
physical inactivity, and design for a healthy
and sustainable future.

Example – Purfleet
The £1bn town centre regeneration at
Purfleet-on-Thames will provide 2,850
homes alongside shops, restaurants, a
medical centre and community facilities
It will include a new town centre, 1M sq ft
media village with art, film and TV studios,
along with upgraded rail and riverside
areas.
The local community has been extensively
involved in framing the master plan – an
important component of which was creating
a ‘healthy town’.
The core strategy for the master plan is to
provide a new town centre retail area and
also new local retail ‘hubs’, to ensure that
both the new and existing communities are
able to access community and retail facilities
within walking distance.
Features in the design include:

• Design of street and movement hierarchy
to be permeable, offer a variety of routes
and accommodate a variety of movement
modes (vehicle, scooter, cycle, walking)

• Land use pattern and deployment
of mixed uses to encourage actively
enjoyable walks, pedestrian security and
convenience

• Designing-in support services e.g. bike
storage, electric charging points, space
for car clubs etc

• Using design to reduce necessary daily
trips by vehicle to achieve a reduction in
congestion

• Speeds for cars reduced to 20mph with
speed cameras and controlled junctions

• Weight limit enforcement for larger
vehicles.

• Expansions to bus networks linking place
of work and interest, centered around the
new town centre

• Street parking accommodated and a
control regime imposed from the outset

• Improved access to Purfleet station
• Use of longer views to aid orientation

RETAIL
-

Retail units provide active frontage to
public realm
Level access provided to all units

12.0M

Vehicular Access
for servicing

12.0M

12.0M
12.0M

Double-height unit
with mezzanine

12.0M

Back-of-house areas

12.0M

11.0M

7.3M

11.0M

Floor level aligned
with London Road

10.3M

7.3M

10.3M

9.2M

3D PODIUM SECTION

PUBLIC REALM
-

Public circulation core provides
access from car park onto Market
Square
Active frontage onto all areas of
public realm

Lift to Public
Car Park

Market Square

04

Source: Urban Catalyst
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Embedding
sustainability
into the fabric of
development
Climate change is here and it is now. The
millions of people that have taken to the
streets over the last few months, spurred on
by a Swedish teenager and the Extinction
Rebellion, is testimony to a changing social
tide around climate policy and the public
debate around it.
Concern has never been higher and
the government’s recent legislation that
enshrines the net-zero target by 2050
into law means that every aspect of the
economy, and every industry within it, now
needs to curtail their carbon addictions. The
race to net-zero is well and truly on.
For the built environment, the challenges
that net-zero poses should not be
underestimated. British residential housing
has a monumental carbon footprint,
responsible for around 40 percent of the
nation’s annual carbon emissions. However,
these figures actually neglect the true extent
of the built environment’s emissions, as
they don’t include the emissions generated
from the electricity used for appliances
within the buildings or how much carbon is
embedded within the building fabric.
We currently have the technology and
capability to deliver net-zero buildings
across all regeneration schemes and in a
variety of tenure types. The main hurdles
that need scaling are creating the right
financial incentives to drive behavioural
change and enshrining mandated targets
into building specifications to successfully
operationalise them.
Norwich, Exeter and York, for instance, have
all enshrined PassivHaus design principles
into their housing requirements, meaning
that developers must integrate these
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sustainable principles into their proposals in
order to build houses for these city councils.
This is a simple but highly effective way
of threading sustainability into a scheme
and these priorities must be taken further,
placed within local planning for all new
housing development.
PassivHaus is a rigorous design standard
that can be applied to new builds to
dramatically reduce their operational
energy use and environmental footprint.
There are underlining design principles
that are applied in order to achieve
PassivHaus status, including continuous
insulation throughout an airtight building
envelope without any thermal bridging,
high-performance windows that deal with
solar gain, quantifying overheating and an
energy recovery ventilation system.
Contrary to much of the mainstream thinking
around PassivHaus, it can be applied to all
types of buildings from residential homes,
to hospitals and commercial buildings.
Thanks to advances in architectural
technology and designers willingness to
experiment, PassivHaus schemes have
outgrown their once box-like appearance
and can be both attractive, functional and
environmentally sound.
If we do not enact and formalise these
types of changes now, we will be destined
to continue creating buildings that emit
excessive amounts of greenhouse gases,
squandering our hopes of meeting our
carbon commitments due to the long leadup and lifespan of developments.
Understandably, not all developers will be
able to abide by PassivHaus principles, but
for those that can’t, they have to outline
specifically the reasons why. This shifts the
burden of proof onto the developer and
galvanises the behavioural change we
need to see across the industry, where
sustainability is seen as a responsibility and
investment, not a cost.
To help tighten this screw, there needs
to be a mandated energy target for
buildings that is determined by, and made
enforceable through local authorities.
This agreed target could then be tied to
the insurance on the building, where the
developers become liable for not ensuring

that the building performs to the agreed
energy target. The result is a system where
the long term operational performance of
the building is integrated into the insurance
premiums, incentivising the highest
standards of sustainable design to create
additional value in a long term asset that
continues to perform and can be sold on.
While tying in a financial element is critical
to operationalise sustainable design
principles and create accountability,
the built environment must also clearly
communicate the benefits of sustainability to
the communities that they serve through a
dedicated section during public consulation.
This in turn can become a powerful tool
to further development, showcasing the
benefits to both people and planet.
In areas like the Arc, where communities are
particularly engaged and have strong links
with industry and academia, highlighting how
developments will benefit the environment
over an extended period of time and that
there are clear threads of accountability
could help renew public trust in construction
development and tackle nimbyism.
The long lead-up time of development, and
the life cycles of the buildings themselves,
mean that we need the leaders of industry
to step-up now and blaze a trail to create
the buildings that the UK and planet needs,
and give our industry any hope for meeting
net-zero by the middle of the century.
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Planning: how must
policy evolve?
Policy recommendations

Why
Radical changes to the planning regime will allow
us to develop and reshape the economy – rather
than just control development.

I. 	Regional devolution: Create a regional planning
authority like that created for the Olympics which
is able to independently take decisions about
development in an area, with the test case being the
Arc, made up of members of the local community
and businesses to ensure no bias and that all local
interests are met
II. 	Digital planning: Fully digitised land registry and
planning portal, enabling seamless access to public
data which can support innovation for companies
looking to improve the urban environment, while
also reducing costs and bureaucracy for home or
property buyers of any kind
III. 	Change the focus of Green Belts from early 20th to
mid 21st century objectives. Focus on natural and
human capital and net zero carbon emissions by
2050, allowing development in the green belt if it
enhances these objectives
IV. 	Zero Emissions Development: Make net zero carbon
efficiency a prerequisite for new developments,
restoring the zero carbon homes policy scrapped by
the Government in 2015, and use Modern Methods of
Repurposing to make existing buildings more efficient
and less wasteful. Mandating negative emissions for
green belt development schemes could also provide
an incentive that brings online land sorely needed for
new housing

Author

The failing
Localism does not work, with politics and
Nimbyism stifling development, while top down
national planning is mired in delay and scandals.
Both fail to address the needs of the country –
particularly outside of London – and the needs
of future generations.

Mike Derbyshire
Head of Planning, Bidwells
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A series of radical
solutions along the
growth corridor
The UK planning system is failing.
It is a system trying to represent diverse interests
in a densely populated county with a limited land
supply, but that just stifles development.
Planning should be developing the communities
of the future, but few generations of voters are
capable of making sacrifices for tomorrow.
And making radical changes to the system has
become difficult, where a culture of tweaking has
been created that stifles genuine innovation.
But there are solutions, for the Arc and the UK.
1. Regional planning authorities along
economic lines
Localism and ‘community buy-in’ have totally
stifled development. In Guildford, 23 Conservative
councillors lost their seats after voting in an
unpopular local plan pushing more development.
We are not getting buy-in from communities, and
decisions are being made for political rather than
local reasons.
The answer is to put strategy and regional interest
back into the hands of strategic planning.
It worked in the 1950s, with the wave of new
towns created by development corporations.
Now we have a range of new technologies and
data systems – not to mention our own learning to make it work better.
We should create a strategic planning authority
along the Oxford-Cambridge Arc, joined by
economic interest, that can push through the
decisions that really matter and which would
otherwise not be made, due to politics and
nimbyism.
That authority needs checks and balances, but also
the political freedom to make honest decisions,
with defined executive powers like London and the
powers to approve or refuse development.

The Pace of UK planning
All apps
received (year
to March 2019)
England
Corby
Luton
Peterborough
Wycombe
Vale of White Horse
Northampton
West Oxfordshire
Cambridge
Oxford
Fenland
Daventry
East Northamptonshire
Bedford
South Northamptonshire
Wellingborough
Milton Keynes
Huntingdonshire
Central Bedfordshire
East Cambridgeshire
Chiltern
Aylesbury Vale
Cherwell
Kettering
South Cambridgeshire
South Oxfordshire
South Buckinghamshire
Derby
Exeter
Ipswich
Norwich
Nottingham
Portsmouth
Sheffield
Southampton
Woking
Liverpool
Manchester
Salford
Birmingham
Newcastle
Bath
Leicester
York
Leeds
Bristol
County Durham
Reading
Middlesbrough
Brighton and Hove
Coventry
Source: ONS
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447934
359
505
1001
2065
1514
1263
1483
1300
1468
766
834
920
1387
1175
483
1733
1573
2414
1142
1464
2245
1721
663
2339
2243
1224
1268
606
722
834
1387
1142
2577
1150
1206
2395
2658
1028
5536
1347
2455
1753
1948
4653
3081
2707
1017
564
2273
1646

% granted
(year to
March 2019)
88
84
76
91
90
95
89
93
94
87
82
89
88
85
91
90
91
95
91
86
90
89
93
90
87
94
90
93
93
92
94
91
84
95
77
85
90
91
95
87
91
92
90
89
92
83
96
88
93
74
86

Major decisions made in 13
weeks or agreed extension
(% 24 mths to March 2019)
93
68
83
85
82
81
97
67
97
99
99
87
88
78
91
94
82
77
84
97
89
76
84
93
68
68
89
91
71
100
90
85
87
83
81
88
94
84
81
80
92
86
89
87
92
86
97
89
90
92
100

2. Businesses need a voice in the
planning process
Business is given little voice in planning by
local politicians, who may listen to a handful
of residents, but not the opinion of the
company investing millions.
In the City of London, we have seen
an example of what can happen when
business has a voice. The Square Mile is one
of the most innovative financial districts in
the world due to mixed consultation.
This should not create a capitalist
development spree, but represent business
interests at a local level.
Experts of the built environment should
also be one of the parties advising local
government on commercial and residential
development.
To many planning committees have
few experts and too many politicians. A
quarter of seats should be allocated to
professionals.
3. LDOs and LDCs
Planning stifles certainty. A company
investing millions should be given
confidence in the process.
We should allocate some areas for
development, and there let development
happen without further strings. As an
exchange, in other areas development
could be banned entirely.

Private companies that own land should
be able to get Local Development Orders
to allow them to develop on their land.
MEPC in Oxford has an LDO to speed up
development. This could be done along
the Arc.
What is to stop us letting Trinity College or
AstraZeneca taking an LDO for their land? It
must rest in their ownership – to avoid land
brokerage – but it can be done.
And to avoid the lack of the local authority
resources, the private sector can pay for the
privilege from a national body that steps in
to make the planning decisions for schemes
of size or importance – like the NIC is meant
to do.
4. Green contributions in exchange
for green belt
The green belt discussion goes round in
circles. So why not consider other solutions,
like incorporating a bio-diversity gain into
developments on green belt land?
If you develop 50 acres of green belt, you
must buy and return another 50 acres of
land to green use – not farmland, but real
public green space, such as woodland,
somewhere else along the Arc.
This could allow development in partnership
with national wildlife trusts, bringing them
along at the planning stage, but giving them a
chunk of land at the end for real biodiversity.

In areas of high strategic importance,
Local Development Corporations run
by new combined authorities can allow
development without going to committee
after an initial plan is drawn up.
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Contributor
Alex Robinson, Director of dDevelopment,
Strategic Land, Grosvenor Britain & Ireland

Being clear on
the benefits – and
trade-offs – for
local communities
Across the country, the housing crisis is
driving social and economic change.
Challenges over the number and
distribution of affordable homes, the
quality of new housing, and the difficulties
for young people getting on the housing
ladder have deep roots and major
consequences for the future unless they are
addressed.
Our industry and government both spend
a lot of time discussing and creating
policy directives to tackle these problems.
However, this top-down approach risks
failure unless we communicate with local
people on the ground, in terms that are
relevant to them.
Often, this is as simple as showing
residents how they will benefit from new
developments. Locals can be sceptical
about the rationale for putting new homes
on their doorstep, particularly when the
larger issues or ‘crises’ may not be so
apparent in their own community.
Demonstrating that those new homes
don’t come in isolation, that they bring
new schools, new GPs and better roads
for current residents to use, can make a
real difference to local attitudes. A project
of 5,000 homes can deliver a secondary
school, a number of primary schools and
a new GP surgery for the local community,
along with extensive open space.
In addition, it could provide new leisure
facilities, millions of pounds in road
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improvements, or new shops, restaurants
and businesses. It may even intervene to
stop existing doctors’ surgeries or schools
from being closed, or help to restore local
ecosystems.
It’s these benefits that can be of real
significance to an area. As developers and
investors, we need to be diligent about
looking into the infrastructure needs of the
community. By working with residents and
businesses to understand what is missing in
terms of local services, we can have open
conversations about how we fill those gaps.
At its heart of the issue is trust. We have a
real challenge in that people don’t believe
local authorities or developers when it
comes to planning. Communities doubt
the facilities will be provided and that the
authorities will hold developers to task.
If we are going to deliver homes and
growth, we need to be honest about the
opportunities and trade-offs involved – so
that we can bring communities with us.

The Oxfordshire Cotswolds Garden Village – Grosvenor
On 215 acres of land to the north of the A40 near Eynsham, the Oxfordshire
Cotswolds Garden Village will provide 2,200 homes alongside a new transport hub
and business park.
Well ahead of planning, Grosvenor, Oxfordshire County Council and West
Oxfordshire District Council are encouraging the local community to engage in the
design, so that key decisions can be taken together through a better understanding
of the benefits and trade-offs involved.
Grosvenor is working closely with the local authorities, preparing their planning
application in tandem with the area action plan. This has enabled joint engagement
with the community and should speed up housing delivery.
Through these discussions, the local authorities have also been able to inform
submissions for funding for local transport infrastructure, that will benefit both the
planned and existing community.
The multi-stage engagement process included early workshops (summer 2018),
to really get under the skin of the site to understand the local issues. In May 2019,
Grosvenor brought nearly 300 residents and interest groups together over three
days for a design charrette to continue these discussions in the context of the
garden village itself. Grosvenor went into the event with no fixed master plan and
gave the participants a real opportunity to shape the new community.

Contributor
Guy Palmer, Regeneration Director,
Metropolitan Thames Valley Housing

Planning
transparency is
critical
When it comes to development being
delayed in areas such as Oxford and
Cambridge, where planning is proving
lengthy, complicated and sometimes
impossible, the key issue we find is lack of
resource and transparency in the system
from pre-application stage, through to
determining an application.
It is very rare for an application to be
determined in its statutory period, which is
a result of lack of resource, visibility with the
planning committee, or statutory consultees
not responding in a timely manner. We
maximise the use of pre-application and
PPA, however this can become costly. Early
engagement with planning committees
at pre-application stage would help
refine schemes where planning could be
complicated or contentious.
Where schemes offer provision over
and above the LPA affordable housing
requirements, these should be prioritised.
We find 100% affordable housing schemes
take double the amount of time to approve
than they should.
We support presumption in favour of
development around transportation hubs,
which are clearly a location for highdensity mixed-use development and while
local and national policy supports this, it
could go further. The balance needs to
be struck with high-density development
and its relationship with the existing built
environment and local community.

developments can be considerable. As
such, commensurate levels of infrastructure
funding for small and large brownfield
development should be available under a
fast track system.
We also fully support the suggestion of
a digital planning portal. It is critical that
we create local authority asset mapping
as a compulsory requirement to enable
partnership working, and land assembly
opportunities to maximise the amount of
new housing in the planning system.
A single source system to ensure all local
authority planning departments are
managing and reporting information in a
consistent manner would be a positive first
step.
Currently, electronic planning systems vary
dramatically across the currently. The ability
for hard to reach parts of the community to
be fully integrated if they so wish is critical.
Engagement should not be seen as a tick
box: it should be central to all development.
A diverse representation of the local
community should always be possible, and
these people should be able to have their
voices heard.
Clear, robust, up to date and iterative
planning policy and provision of resource
is key to driving quality and success in
the planning system. The system itself
needs a wholesale update to reflect
modern technology and expectations.
The challenge - and the offer of greater
flexibility - is building trust in the planning
and construction industries, to ensure
greater flexibility is not abused.

We support permitted development rights
for selected brownfield sites, allowing for
a presumption in favour of development
where pre-agreed criteria are met. The
high infrastructure costs to support such
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Navigating nimbyism
with community buy-in
Policy recommendations
I. 	People’s planning lottery to fight nimbyism - introduce a
jury service style planning application review system that
includes a set percentage of young folk and people from
neighbouring areas

Why

II. 	Digital engagement: A mandate that all planning
applications have to engage digitally, ensuring that a
diverse representation of the local community take part
and have their voices heard

Development and regeneration cannot happen
without community buy-in – but who is the
community? Is it just the loudest complainers on
Twitter, or every resident, business, and government
agency in the area?

Author

The failing
Localism under Cameron was intended to enable
development by engaging locals and ensuring
they received the developments they wanted and
needed. Instead it has just given more power to
block development.

Nick Jacobs
CEO, Rowan Asset Management
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Nick Jacobs
CEO, Rowan Asset Management

The key is to start early and by early, I mean
engagement has to begin long before you
submit planning applications.

Homes: navigating
nimbyism with
community buy-in

It is vital to hold meetings early, which
offer a genuine examination of what the
development will bring to the local area.
How will it impact schools in the area? Will
there be new retail locations, perhaps more
ideally placed for existing residents?

Nimbyism shouldn’t be a dirty word. At
its core, it is simply a catch-all phrase for
local stakeholders wanting to understand
the impact of developments on their
homes and places. Where nimbyism starts
to present problems though is when
developers do not take the time or use
the proper channels to engage with and
educate those local stakeholders about the
benefits of development.

You have to accentuate the positives of the
new development and show how they will
benefit the already existing community.
I have a simple rule about this. If you can’t
bullet point what your development brings
to the local community at this stage, you
need to go back and focus on clarifying
the proposal. This isn’t about trying to
circumnavigate the local stakeholders, but
winning their buy-in.

When people feel left out is when anger
arises. Sometimes that’s over the impact
of a development on the cherished, yet
strangely empty, local pub. Sometimes
it’s over how it impacts biodiversity. Both
concerns are equally important to address
properly, to not only ensure smooth
planning and development, but to make
sure there is buy-in that supports the
project.

Sometimes this is less about tangibles and
more a feeling of local pride. For example,
why not celebrate what the development
will do for the local community hall? That
will win far more trust and buy-in than just
a statement of fact. Put simply, you need to
build a trust bridge.

One way to ensure early communication
becomes common practice, rather than the
preserve of the smart developer, would be
to enshrine the fact that developers must
create a 10 page planning application (as a
summary for all planning documents). This
document will briefly and succinctly explain
and illustrate what they intend to do, how
many homes they will provide, the unit mix,
the effect on the community, the cost, and
the difficulties at least X months before
submission.

Absolute

Called In Planning Application
Planning appeal
Section 106 Agreement
Section 106BC (Affordable Housing)
All
Source: Planning inspectorate
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Again, the basic rule is to engage early and
often.

Complicating communication today is
social media. While we are all aware of the
modern phenomenon of fake news, we
should not treat social media as a curse.
Instead we should treat it as a great way to
connect with local communities far more

So, how do you navigate nimbyism, and
make it a positive for both developers and
local communities?

Headline planning statistics:
2013-2018

dynamically than the traditional town hall.
Indeed, it is easier to reach more people
on social media than convince the same
number to head out on a wet Wednesday
to the local meeting area. Crucially, if
you own the social media engagement
early-on, it is far less likely to be hijacked or
owned by other groups.
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Total

Dismissed

Allowed

Split decision

% dismissed

% allowed

58

23

32

0

39.7

55.2

52,517

35,286

16,518

456

67.2

31.5

95

51

41

2

53.7

43.2

44

15

25

0

34.1

56.8

52,714

35,375

16,616

458

67.1

31.5

Contributor
Philip Barnes, Barratt PLC,
Group Land and Planning Director

Combating
nimbyism
The scale of the OxCamb ambition dictates
that an effective approach to community
concerns is required. One that mediates
between those who will say that no
development should take place unless it
enjoys clear local community support, and
others who claim that an initiative of such
national public importance should not be
held up by local private interests.
Ensuring that the initiative is a success
requires something between the two.
Namely, an approach whereby those
making the key spatial decisions, and also
those executing the strategy, must commit
to meaningful community engagement.
But what does that actually mean?
Firstly it requires people to know what
is going to be built when a major new
scheme is being proposed within or close
to their community. Hearing grand words
from master planners is not enough. They
need to know who the builders will be
By development types

and have confidence that the high level
commitments to design and timescales will
be honoured. On housing, design quality
will be particularly important and local
people need to have trust in the house
builders who will actually be creating the
new places.
At Barratt we are ready for that challenge.
Building for Life 12 (BfL12) is the government
yardstick for good design, referenced in
national planning policy. In 2014, Barratt
made the decision that every scheme we
build will comply with BfL12.
Our commitment to high quality
placemaking, allied to the fact that for
10 years consecutively, over 90% of our
customers would recommend us to a
friend, means that we are always keen to
talk to local people about what we will
actually deliver. Our experience is that local
people want to see the ‘who’, ‘what’ and
‘when’. They need confidence on design
quality and environmental credentials.
This means local authorities and landowners
teaming up with house builders at the
earliest stage of a project, prior to allocation
or consent, to ensure that local people
can have a meaningful discussion from the
outset. Design quality and placemaking
needs to form part of the process by which
the new sites, throughout the corridor, are
selected. A transparent process whereby

communities can see and compare the
different alternative schemes in terms of
biodiversity, infrastructure, public spaces
and facilities, and new social facilities for
health, education and mobility.
For local authorities, often short of
resources, combating nimbyism requires
an iterative consultation process. However,
the democratic decision to build at a
particular location only needs to be taken
once. Once that decision has been made,
planning officers must be trusted to do
the work to ensure the scheme is executed
and consented as planned. Unnecessarily
running back to planning committee to
discuss details or minor changes will simply
cut across effective delivery.
The final point relates to environmental
performance. It is clear that there will be
no possibility of securing a democratic
mandate for such a major long-term
initiative, unless both the overall project,
and the individual schemes within it, can
be demonstrated to show environmental
responsibility and biodiversity net gain. A
clear focus on sustainable transport and
carbon efficiency will be critical to avoid
the court of public opinion sentencing the
project to death on environmental grounds
alone.

Absolute

%

Total

Dismissed

Allowed

Dismissed

Allowed

Major

4,140

1,763

2,333

42.6

56.4

Change of use

6,868

4,265

2,518

62.1

36.7

By year
2013

Absolute

%

Total

Dismissed

Allowed

Dismissed

Allowed

7,295

4,781

2,428

65.5

33.3

2014

9,636

6,461

3,077

67.1

31.9

2015

10,867

7,362

3,404

67.7

31.3

2016

10,943

7,377

3,436

67.4

31.4

2017

11,340

7,654

3,452

67.5

30.4

2018

2,411

1,614

726

66.9

30.1

Source: Planning inspectorate
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Fiona Fletcher-Smith, L&Q Group Director,
Development and Sales

Engaging
communities
to navigate
nimbyism
Most people are supportive of
development in their local area. They
understand that more quality, affordable
homes are desperately needed. And that
development can provide a boost to local
economies and improve the environment.
The issue is that we don’t hear much from
them. But, as is often the case in life, we
do hear from those who oppose new
plans and change. People concerned of
the impact of development on transport,
loss of green space, pressure on schools
and health facilities, and perhaps most
controversial of all, the inclusion of social
and affordable housing.
Personally, I do not think these concerns
– call them nimbyism if you like – can truly
be navigated. Navigated implies we simply
move around them, and in doing so, ignore
them.
I’m reminded of Dale Carnegie’s book ‘How
to win friends and influence people’: “There
is only one way... to get anybody to do
anything. And that is by making the other
person want to do it”.
If we are to succeed in creating thriving
communities, we need to address the
needs and concerns of existing residents
impacted by our development and the
people who will live and work there.
The latter includes individuals and families
who might well be living in another
borough or county. We need to find new
ways to identify and consult with future
residents before we even put pen to paper.
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Our recent survey among our residents
on attitudes to new development found a
huge appetite to be involved early in the
planning process. But also, scepticism of
current efforts to do so, which many regard
as a tick-box exercise.
The most telling comment was: “The
last people to be consulted about a
development are the people who are likely
to live there once it’s complete”.
My firm belief is that we address rather
than avoid nimbyism by demonstrating a
genuine interest to meet the needs of all
residents and by following through on the
promise to make somewhere a truly great
place to live.
Our work at South Grove is an example of
such an approach where we are putting
in effort and resources not only to create a
thriving community but to check whether
we have achieved that.
We take a long-term view in making our
developments deliver the necessary roads,
green spaces, amenities and community
facilities and take time to listen to the issues
that matter most to residents. We are both
in it for the long-term, which means our
interests are aligned.
Treating consultation as a tick box exercise,
cutting corners and not delivering what was
promised would come back to bite us.
Some opposition of course is misinformed,
and good, clear communication can deal
with that. In other cases, people may well
have a point that we ignore at our peril.
We won’t win people over by forcing them
to accept our argument. We must listen and
be prepared to act and change our plans if
necessary.
Early engagement is vital, but engagement
must continue throughout the lifetime of
a development. None of us have all the
answers, we can but try and learn from our
efforts on how to improve.



There is only one way... to get
anybody to do anything. And
that is by making the other
person want to do it.
Fiona Fletcher-Smith
L&Q Group Director

Community engagement at South Grove, Walthamstow – L&Q
South Grove is a development of 500 homes in Walthamstow.
L&Q committed £50,000 for a community development plan
before residents moved in. The long-term goal is to create a sense
of place, increase social mobility and community engagement and
deliver positive outcomes including improved skills and education,
enhanced community cohesion, improved access to arts and culture
and improved public realm.
The plan was informed through an analysis of available data
on the needs and views of local people. Data was sourced
from consultations and other publicly-available sources and
supplemented by a series of meetings with local people and
community groups.
The approach focused on engagement during the pre-occupation
phase to mitigate the disruption caused to local communities by
construction activities.
Activity is now planned to foster new connections between
neighbours and members of the surrounding community through
conversation, reflection, art and food. This includes engaging
students from the local college to produce designs celebrating
the history and future of Walthamstow. Online networks, with
group discussions and volunteering networks, alongside a
resident’s association have also been set up. Grants are available for
community activities that achieve the desired outcomes.
Key was establishing a comprehensive impact assessment to
measure success in creating a thriving community. Outcomes being
tracked include the number of graduate jobs created, the number
of local residents employed during the construction phase and work
experience placements.
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Flexibility – making
change viable
Policy recommendations
I. 	Bring 300-year old planning up to date in three years
(radical overhaul of archaic use class designation for sites)
making planning and uses of land more flexible when
consent is granted with a range of uses permitted, so that
they are responsive to local needs and market changes.
	For example:
• Create a new planning class for certain buildings: a
mixture between office, residential and scientific.

Why

• Scrap conventional planning use classes in key areas of
growth and provide an overarching automatic outline
planning for any of office/residential/science and
research/retail schemes within that area up to a certain
massing, which just reserved matters to be obtained.

Unlocking growth from the knowledge economy
relies on flexibility in terms of the types of space
we create and the types of new industry we
encourage. We must be able to encourage
whatever emerges at the end.

Author

The failing
The country and its approach to almost anything
is inherently traditionalist. Rather than enabling
flexibility, there is a habit of limiting development
and employment space to particular types and
routes prescribed by local or national government.

Richard Jackson
Managing Director, Apache Capital Partners
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Richard Jackson,
Managing Director,
Apache Capital Partners

Office to residential
Granted approval

Granted approval

Prior approval not required

Prior approval not required

Refused application

Refused application

Investors needs
certainty and
flexibility from
planning

29.2%

Driven by demographic, socio-economic
and lifestyle changes, the UK residential
property market is becoming ever more
diversified and specialised.

49.9%

As a result, a new eco-system of ‘cradle-tograve’ housing is emerging, as developers
look to create new housing types that
cater to different life stages and choices.
However, this will only be sustainable over
the long term if the planning system adapts.
Ask any developer what the main obstacle
to housing delivery is, and most will
name planning. Investors feel much the
same way, which is why many, especially
institutional investors such as pension
funds and insurers, who are inherently
conservative and cautious in their approach,
are reluctant to take on development risk
themselves.
This is hardly surprising. Planning
committees can sometimes feel a bit like
a lottery, with schemes decided on a
case-by-case basis, and the outcome often
driven by politics rather than policy.
All too often, a vocal minority in opposition
can trump the silent majority that is in favour
or at the very least, indifferent to new
development. This is true across all asset
classes, not just emerging ones such as
build-to-rent, co-living and senior living.
Part of this is down to education. While
central government has made great strides
in particular to promote build-to-rent,
especially through the National Planning
Policy Framework, this has yet to filter fully
down to local authorities.
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Total

23.4%
49.9%

This is not to tar all councils with the same
brush. Through our partnership with Moda
Living, which is delivering over 6,500 BTR
homes across England and Scotland, we
have had many positive experiences and a
great deal of credit rests with the council,
members and officers for their proactive
support.

19.7%

56.9%

Retail to residential
Granted approval
Prior approval not required
Refused application

26.9%
31.3%

But if we are to deliver more homes of all
types and tenures, we need to de-risk the
planning process, and that means building
in more certainty and flexibility.
This isn’t a call for new use classes, which
could prove overly prescriptive, but instead
for policy to trump politics when it comes
to planning decisions. Whilst the devolution
of power to the regions is a significant step
in empowering councils to develop their
cities and regions with local knowledge and
insight, If local politicians can overrule policy
agreed at a national level, then we will
never deliver the homes or infrastructure
this country needs.

41.8%

Source: ONS

Contributor
Barry Jessup
Director, First Base

Encouraging
mixed-use
regeneration
It’s widely recognised now, but previously,
policy had been mistaken in trying to use
residential to lead regeneration.
Mixed multiple-use, is a much better longterm solution than just residential. The truth
is that resi alone never regenerates anything
– it’s what comes with it that provides the
regeneration. We start with the other uses
– the culture, the jobs – then comes the
residential to support that regeneration.
In very run-down areas, the best, and
perhaps only way you can do that is by
having control of the whole area yourself
and doing all the mixed-use yourself.
This also helps when engaging with local
communities about how the whole place can
support the local needs.
Imagine a four-acre site with office, resi, hotel
and leisure uses all equally taking a quarter.
If those four were in separate ownerships,
I can guarantee that none would be built.
The office developer would wait for the
resi and vice versa, while the food and
beverage would not get underway until
someone is living or working there.
It’s a vicious cycle regeneration. However, all
four under single ownership means we can
take a long-term view about how each section
will support the other and cross finance their
development. Ironically, despite the fact you
need a cheque four times larger, it’s easier to
fund as well.
So what can we do to help that mixeduse emerge? Well here are two ideas at
completely opposite ends of the spectrum.
Firstly, zoning. We stifle creativity in the UK,
so why not try removing use classes on sites
in fringier areas and say any development
has to apply to a form of massing and

Office to
residential

Retail to
residential

Total

Percentage

Total applications

Total number twenty quarters to
March 2019
14454

Prior approval not required
Granted
Refused

4224
7209
3023

29.2
49.9
20.9
Percentage

Total applications

Total number twenty quarters to
March 2019
1516

Prior approval not required
Granted
Refused

475
633
408

31.3
41.8
26.9
Percentage

Total applications
Prior approval not required
Granted

Total number twenty quarters to
March 2019
188011
107008
43983

Refused

37020

19.7

56.9
23.4

Source: ONS

density, but after that it’s up to the market to
decide what gets built.
For larger regeneration schemes, we could
impose some levels of restriction – so say at
the end of a 25-year period it would need to
have 1,000 homes, 1m sq ft of commercial
and 250,000 sq ft of culture.
But in the meantime, fill your boots, because
we should not overly engineer it, just
provide a place to play.
With somebody above allocating plots,
we could let temporary sites for 10 years,
alongside permanent ones at the beginning,
to start to build a sense of place.
You may end with up with something even
more permanent and successful than you
were expecting – look at Boxpark.
This is absolutely the sort of thing we could
be talking to uk universities about to aid
regeneration, granting part of that space to uni
start-ups and encouraging students to stay in
town alongside business growth.
We should be doing this because at the
moment, across the UK, there is not nearly
enough crossover between town and gown.

It’s not even difficult to make policies to
support it: take that 20 acre site and make
visas free for international students who were
at that uni and will be employed there. The
business, uni and town get a boost, while the
site is brought forward even faster.
At the other end of the spectrum – and very
much on the financial side – we need to
take a realistic look at the national policies
enabling regeneration. Because quite simply,
property is overtaxed.
Mayoral CIL, CIL, SDLT, irrecoverable VAT,
corporation tax, empty rates, SDLT on the
way out – if you add that all up the cost is
massive. That discourages development and
occupiers – not least through something as
simple as astronomical business rates.
With some Business Improvement Districts
we do have rates windows, and more
thinking like that should be encouraged, but
there also needs to be an understanding if
you’re delivering cultural or social benefits
that should also be recognised in CIL or
in S106. Delivering social value should be
encouraged and rewarded.
For something as complicated as mixed-use
regeneration, we need a very refined and
flexible tool kit.
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Andrew Taylor
Head of Planning, Countryside

Simplification
ensuring quality
For me one of the most important things in
the development process is how we can
free up wasted time while gaining more
certainty.
For a big scheme there are so many
processes which slow you down, even
after you have been granted outline
planning, meaning you must re-justify the
development at each stage of planning.
Even before that there are hurdles. We
have a 3,500 home site outside Cambridge
and still do not have planning permission.
Even though the site was allocated, there’s
a host of other criteria we must go through
to justify the development before we can
really begin.
There must be a simpler way to go from
local plan allocation to building, while
maintaining standards of quality.
My proposal is about getting rid of outline
planning permission, and saying on Local
Plan allocation that if a scheme meets 10
golden criteria, it can get going.
We could go from a local plan, to 10
cardinal rules with a design code element,
straight into detailed planning.
A master plan would still be needed, but
provided it meets 10 criteria there is no
need for something as detailed as outline
planning, skipping this stage of repetition in
the planning process.
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To do this we could create a form of zoning
that requires a minimum percentage of
commercial, residential and leisure in total
on the scheme, then allowing flexibility with
the remainder depending on the need.
Including mixed-use, across sectors and
tenures, that can make a big difference to
the pace of development.
This flexibility, while still in a guiding
framework is essential for a long-term
scheme because if I know one thing for
certain, the design will change over the
period of delivery.
If we needed to, we could formalise this
‘master plan coding and 10 rules’ in a form
of Local Development Order for the site.
This would allow the speeding up of the
process in a solid framework while allowing
flexibility.
I’m not advocating that developers should
be given free rein, because what’s also
certain is we still do need some form of
control.
Countryside delivers good schemes, and as
we’re on a site for the long term, we are not
going to do ourselves a disservice by doing
a bad job early on. Others in that situation
- well, let’s just say some do not have the
same ethos.
Key is finding the balance of a reduction in
control and a simplification of process while
ensuring quality places – which is what the
NPPF was originally trying to do all those
years ago.

Planning flexibility needed
Residential can be a key part of
mixed-use schemes. Providing
accommodation for students,
housing for key workers, and
PRS, can help to attract and
retain the skills and talent that
science parks require.
But residential also requires
investment in retail, leisure
and amenities for the people
that live there. These can help
to make a development not
only self-sustaining, but bring
with them a community and
cultural vibrancy to parts of
the city that are historical
quiet outside of the Monday to
Friday 9-5.
 hil Kemp
P
CEO Bruntwood Scitech

Q&A – Johnny Caddick
Managing Director, Moda Living
How do we house high skilled grads post uni?
For many high skilled graduates that are
taking their first steps into the world of
work, they are looking for housing options
that are hassle-free and fit around their
lives, while also being a step up from their
student digs.
“Until recently, regional cities struggled to
offer more than the standard buy-to-let
rental opportunities post-university - which
tend to offer a low level of both housing
quality and service. This has in turn led many
regional and university cities to feel the full
force of brain drain, as retaining top talent
and quality housing options are inextricably
linked.
“Forward-thinking civic leaders in cities
like Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds
and Liverpool have recognised the role
housing has to play. And at the same time,
institutions are recognising the incredible
amount of value that can be created
by investing in build-to-rent outside of
London. This diversification of housing
options is creating the competitiveness
needed to drive standards up across the
entire market and offer graduates great
value and somewhere aspirational to move
up in to.”
How important is development close to
stations?
“High quality, mixed-use development
close to key infrastructure links - such
as train stations - is vital for improving
productivity, bolstering economic growth
and promoting a low-carbon economy. It
can also be a win win in terms of financial
viability: by opening up brownfield sites
close to transport hubs (just as we have
done in Manchester opposite Victoria
Station) there is scope to introduce a
range of uses and increase density. This
is happening around new HS2 stations
in Birmingham and London, while TfL is
expanding its own programme across
the capital. Boris Johnson’s early promises
to expand rail links across the Northern
Powerhouse are incredibly welcome and

could present some fantastic opportunities
to create new homes and commercial
facilities around new rail hubs.”

companies that employ them and the
developers that build their homes are also
beginning to tune in.

What should we do to drag the planning
system kicking and screaming into the 21st
century?

“And rightly so. As we spend the majority
of our time interacting with the built
environment, it’s important that these spaces
and places consider our well being. Initiatives
to improve well being can range from smart
urban design tricks to encourage walking,
or having onsite staff that are fully trained in
mental health first aid.

“England’s planning system is inconsistent
and doesn’t have the resources to be
as effective as it needs to be. There’s a
reticence in many areas to move with
the times - something many see again
and again when faced with demands to
build car park spaces at a 1:1 ratio with
city centre homes. Where we need to see
high volume of versatile tenures delivered
to cities throughout the UK, there has to
be guidance demanding flexibility and
offering better support for the many great
souls on the ground.
“Under the current planning regime, each
scheme is assessed on a case-by-case basis
where the criteria required to get approval
can differ according to the whims and
wants of a small subset of the community.
Increasingly, communities are in favour of
the right type of housing and development,
but the outcomes of the proposals are held
hostage by a select few vested interests.
“There needs to be a clearer set of targets
for rented housing and emerging tenures
such as co-living which offers a degree
of flexibility many seek. Many western
European cities recognise this.
“What we need is a rules-based system that
allows for broader community engagement
at the initial stages of development - to help
craft the proposals in light of community
need - with the development being
assessed according to objective criteria.
If we are to address the housing crisis,
we need a planning system that supports
development, not scupurs it.”
How can we embed well-being into
schemes and should schemes with wellbeing strategies and measurements be
prioritised for planning?
“Well-being is increasingly being seen as
a vital component within development.
Not only are individuals and communities
conscious of their well-being, the

“As well being becomes more pertinent
within development, this fact should be
reflected in how schemes are assessed
at the planning stage. For instance, if
developers can show that their schemes will
improve the physical, mental and financial
well being of residents, then they should
be looked upon more favourably at the
planning process.”
Should SME house builders be prioritised
in planning applications?
“SME house builders are essential to
delivering the number of homes the UK
needs. Without them, housing targets will
continue to be missed. Planning policy, and
housing policy more generally, currently
does little to support or encourage SME
house builders, despite them playing such
a vital role.
“One thing people don’t recognise is
that the costs for delays and appeals are
disproportionately higher for SMEs. A
FTSE100 developer can bankroll a site for
many years, but a small business - faced
with finance costs and consultants’ fees may be unable to do so. This is cutting off
a vital strand of supply and it’s no surprise
that SME developers and construction firms
have dwindled over the past 20 years.
“Better equipping the planning system to
support SME developers could go some
way in helping them get a greater foothold
in the market, but it would not be a silver
bullet. Factors such as the price of land
and access to finance also makes it tough
for SME house builders to deliver homes.
There may be potential for Homes England
to offer bespoke finance packages that
could support smaller schemes, focused
exclusively on SMEs.”
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Construction methods: encouraging offsite
manufacturing for quicker, greener regen
Policy recommendations

Why
Without the tools and resources to build, we
cannot create the new economy.

I. 	Prioritising off-site manufacturing: Fast-tracking housing
built in factories can be led by radical interventions from
Homes England but this requires the Treasury to better
support investment into factories, requiring a longer
term perspective. We need a presumption in favour of
sustainable offsite development and a mandate that a
minimum percentage of public land is developed using
MMC. Homes England should be supported by Treasury
to use the full weight of powers it already has to grant
planning consent and be progressive in supporting
offsite manufacturing
• Encourage local authorities to allocate land without
planning to OSM builders that can create accurate
costings before the site goes to market (set up national
agency to aid with planning and procurement)
• Create a tax break for housing associations that use
OSM for sites, enabling cost efficiency at the beginning
• Found new schools of architecture construction
techniques around OSM – or encourage universities to
specialise in this subject

Author

The failing
We have not encouraged any new building types,
nor any form of real innovation in construction.
Current government aid falls well short of the kickstart the sector needs while current private sector
business practices are prehistoric.

David Sheridan
Executive Chairman, ilke Homes
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Executive Chairman, ilke Homes

Turning the
process on its
head
Modular housing will add stability to the
delay-prone UK house building process. Sites
can be built out in half the time, with fewer
delays due to weather or supply chains, and
the housing quality is far superior to that
delivered by traditional methods.
However, at the moment set up costs
are more expensive. Partly this is down
to additional planning costs, because
processes are not yet set up to handle OSM
– though these will disappear as it becomes
commonplace. Creating a factory and
housing templates also involves higher startup costs – though this too fades with time,
as consistency of supply and production
volumes permit economies of scale.
Currently, our own models are cheaper
than a standard house in the south of the
country, but more expensive in the north.
However, we estimate that in 18 months
they will be the same price or cheaper
everywhere.
But at the moment, because the sector is so
new, it is harder to garner the investment
required to create the necessary scale.
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We are creating factories that build houses,
much like a car plant that builds cars. Local
authorities and government are usually
eager to bring factories and jobs to an area,
but currently they think of an MMC as an
extension of house building, not as a new
form of manufacturing.
But once we reach capacity, we will be
employing 850 people a year at our
Knaresborough factory, full time, with
decent salaries. We are proposing the
Nissans or BMWs of house building.
Support doesn’t need to be through direct
government aid. We could do it through
housing associations, who want to build
out faster, and can guarantee demand
even during downturns. If there is a cost
differential, a tax discount for housing
associations could make it work.
Thinking big
When the UK leaves the EU, there is already
the threat of an employment crisis in the
construction sector that will worsen the
growing skills shortage. MMC will help
alleviate that. If we are serious about upping
housing construction, OSM is also the way to
increase supply and smooth out the current
instabilities plaguing the market.

500,000

400,000

300,000

200,000

100,000

0

Source: ONS

Total main trades

Allocate a site to an OSM manufacturer,
with outline planning for how many homes

We should also be asking for government
funding, or assistance through tax breaks,
to support the growth of MMC capacity in
the UK.

600,000

Civil engineering

Imagine a site of 500 homes. Instead of selling
that to a developer, who spends years getting
planning and making estimates, before finally
approaching a contractor and finding out the
actual build price - start with the builder.

Rebranding MMC as a new industry

Change in R&D spending

House building

Firstly, we should turn the development
process on its head.

If we were being particularly bold, we would
allocate strategic sites to be developed
through MMC and appoint Homes England
as match-marker – going out to the market
with unit cost and build out rates already
there.

This report is looking at making the UK
a global player again in the knowledge
economy – but also in new forms of
manufacturing. With the right ideas now, just
as we did with cars in the 50s, future decades
could see UK manufacturing shipped all
across Europe again - of high quality homes.

Non-residential building

Costing sites sensibly

It turns procurement on its head, but it would
guarantee supply, stop the sweating of land
value, and increase build out rates throughout
the UK.

But we can think bigger than that. If we can
transport homes all over the UK, why not
abroad?

Property developers5

This is the main reason more operators have
not emerged yet. But there are simple ways
to enable more and ease the construction
crisis, while providing thousands of new
jobs in the former industrial heartlands and
creating high quality homes quickly.

needed and the unit mix. From that they can
work out the development solution, build cost
and time needed. Then the authority should
go to market to find the developer and get
planning, with accurate estimates of price and
timing for units.

Change in R&D spending data
Firms and employment by sector (2017)

Firms and employment by region (2017)
Number of
businesses by region

Employment
by region

North East

8,722

42,200

70,100

North West

29,408

160,900

Yorkshire and the
Humber

22,927

103,700

East Midlands

22,494

84,700

West Midlands

24,377

100,500

East

39,448

149,300

Greater London

50,722

182,300

South East

53,456

202,700

South West

30,377

112,300

England

281,931

1,138,600

Number of firms
by sector

Employment

Property developers

36403

86,100

Non-residential building

13330

House building

40539

227,000

Civil engineering

23818

215,600

Total main trades

77687

512,700

Source: ONS

Source: ONS

Value of the construction industry by sector (£m)
Year

New Housing

Infrastructure

All work

New Housing

Infrastructure

All work

All new work
annual growth

1997

8,587

7,953

36770

8.6%

1998

9027

7,703

39715

10.8%

1999

8903

7,610

43163

-5.1%

2000

10,550

7,941

45680

7.8%

2001

10,813

8,814

48575

5.4%

2002

12,864

10,033

54956

12.7%

2003

16,723

9,333

60993

1.6%

2004

21,187

8,243

68786

15.1%

2005

22,966

8,241

71504

12.4%

2006

24,618

8,178

77272

8.7%

2007

25,626

8,642

83457

6.0%

2008

21,437

9,715

81667

-17.8%

2009

15,919

10,738

67586

-18.8%

2010

19,732

13,540

74905

3.1%

2011

21,322

15,320

77590

-12.3%

2012

20,432

14,426

72172

5.5%

2013

22,722

15,333

75492

14.8%

2014

29,407

15,325

85240

6.1%

2015

31,190

18,811

92257

6.2%

2016

35,404

18,403

99448

5.5%

2017

40,700

19,727

109387

7.4%

120,000

100,000

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

0

1997

2007

2017

Source: ONS
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Weighting the
NPPF to offsite
and sustainable
Innerspace is a relatively new entrant to
the UK housing market, building highly
sustainable design-led modular homes.
Typically, its homes have a carbon
footprint and annual energy usage 60%
below current building regulations Part L.
According to chief executive Tony Dicarlo,
the intention is to be producing zero
carbon homes within a few years.
“The core of the brand is design-led houses
that benefit people and the planet,” he says.
It is also one of only three developers in
the UK that has and uses its own branded
modular home system to build all its houses.
For Innerspace, OSM offers stability and
predictability in the development and
procurement process.
“Offsite is an enabler for us to build better,
more fuel-efficient homes with reduced risk
and environmental impact,” says Dicarlo.
“Yes, it makes the shell more airtight, but
offsite for us is systemising to reduce risk,
so we have more control over our supply
chain, budget and programme.”
However, the planning system has
struggled to recognise the benefits of
either its modular or highly sustainable
homes, owing to lack of flexibility or even
recognition, which has caused delays.
“There is no recognition of OSM or support
or promotion of either OSM or highly
sustainable development through the
planning system” says Dicarlo.
“By being adopted as policy within
the NPPF, OSM and highly sustainable
development should be favourably
weighted in amongst planners’ wider
considerations.
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“A simple inclusion of a new section (G)
into 127 of the NPPF that allows for the
support, encouragement and promotion
of highly sustainable developments and/or
developments with a certain level of premanufactured value off-site, would give it
priority at a national level which would filter
policy down to local plans.”
Dicarlo says “by being recognised and
weighted in the system, there would be
considerably more chance of getting
planning permission for sustainable housing
built off-site, which could lead to a huge
lift off in OSM and highly sustainable
development. House builders would
win; the environment would win; local
stakeholders would win“

Q&A: How can Britain get off-site
manufacturing off the leash?
S am Lenehan, Associate Director of
House, Urban Splash
Urban Splash recently secured a £90m
investment deal with Homes England
and Japanese house builders Sekisui
House. What was the main driver for the
partnership?
At Urban Splash, we have spent the last
seven years developing our core product;
Town House. These are modular housing
products built using volumetric MMC,
manufactured at our factory in Alfreton. We
felt confident that we had a great product,
which with the backdrop of the housing
crisis, could be rolled out on a large scale,
providing a quality alternative to the
traditional new-build housing market.
The main obstacle to that expansion had
been a lack of capital, which makes it hard
to outcompete larger traditional house
builders on land acquisition. We’d often
go into conversation with public sector
partners desperate to work with us, and
make it to the final two or three developers
in the running – but then lose out at the
final stage, because we didn’t have the cash
reserves to outbid the competition.
This prompted our search for a partner

and led us to Homes England and Sekisui
House. It’s given us a unique opportunity
to bring together three very different
organisations, that have real alignment
in targets, objectives and culture. Sekisui
House, as well as being one of Japan’s
largest house builders and the largest
MMC housing developer in the world,
was looking at entering the European
market, and wanted a local partner in the
region with a strong brand, similar cultural
philosophy and knowledge of the market.
Homes England wants to catalyse growth
and disruption in volume house building
and is particularly keen to support SME
MMC house builders to that end. Both of
these goals lined up perfectly with our
need for sponsorship, and the icing on
the cake was Sekisui House’s OSM knowhow. They build roughly 46,000 homes a
year, mostly from their Japanese factories,
which all use panellised MMC. So as well as
capital, they offered valuable expertise in
off site construction.
To what extent is a lack of investment
holding back MMC house builders?
Compared with other industries, the
construction sector hasn’t historically
invested much in R&D. Most developers
deliver via contractors, which has
left responsibility for innovation on
construction methods to firms with
typically narrow margins and little to
spare for R&D. It’s no wonder that despite
breathtaking technological leaps in most
other fields, we still largely build homes
the way we did 50 years ago.
Plugging that multi-generational deficit
in R&D investment has fallen on the
backs of MMC developers alone, and will
take time to yield generational leaps in
productivity and economies of scale. That’s
an overhead that traditional competitors
don’t have, and can allocate towards land
acquisition. Without large capital reserves,
SME OSM developers are at all the more
disadvantage.

What could government and planning
authorities do to lower those barriers to
entry for OSM house builders?

The core of the
brand is designled houses that
benefit people and
the planet,
 ony Dicarlo
T
Innerspace

If we want our communities to capitalise
on innovation, we need to set the rules in
a way that incentivises bidding developers
to invest in it. The planning system needs
to see MMC as a positive, as does the
public sector, when it comes to the sale of
land.
Momentum is building, but MMC is still
growing relatively slowly. OSM developers
are having to take the long road of
establishing proof of concept – spending
years to win a bid for one site, working for
several more to prove its viability beyond
doubt, and only then being able to start
others. If we’re happy for MMC to be a 10
to 15 year growth story, fine. But if we want
to speed things up, the planning system
needs to incentivise MMC adoption in
procurement rather than just looking at the
bottom line figure.
Has OSM evolved enough to be a
widespread solution for UK housing, or
is that likely contributing to the planning
hurdles it’s facing?
OSM has evolved enough to deliver on a
wide scale in its own right. At Urban Splash,
our target is to deliver 2,000 homes a year
within the next five years, reaching the
benchmark of providing 1% of the annual
national house building target as a firm.
We believe that is eminently achievable.
The main barrier now is education.

of design. Manufacturing is seen as the only
way of doing things in almost every sector
already, except for housing. Why should the
biggest and most important purchase most
people ever make be the exception?
Understanding of MMC’s potential is all too
often restricted to its time and eventual cost
savings. That overlooks its huge promise in
terms of regeneration, in the opportunities
it offers our education system in sparking
collaboration between developers and
universities, the benefits it could yield for
public health in helping to create model
towns and communities, and the job
creation it can stoke in communities that
have relied on declining industries.
To reach the point where it is just as
important as traditional house building in
the market, MMC will need nurturing.
Partnering with Sekisui House, who now
has several members of its team working
with us in the UK, has given us access to
their methods and insight. Visiting their
factories and R&D facilities in Japan, we’ve
experienced the wow moment of seeing
what MMC can be when it has been
given proper investment, and where the
planning system, public sector policy and
private sector innovation are all aligned.
The true winners of that planning system
are the people living in those homes at the
end, and that’s what matters.

We are starting to see planner complaints
that MMC schemes are repetitive. We
need to challenge the idea that there is
something necessarily wrong with houses
being the same, if they are all designed to
a high quality and serve residents’ needs.
Some of the greatest streetscapes in the
most high value areas of the country –
Knightsbridge, Bath’s Royal Crescent – are
made up of houses that are all designed
identically.
This relates to the frequent misconception
that MMC is about doing things cheaply
and quickly, or that it’s a fad. There is work to
be done to help people understand that it’s
ultimately about better quality and flexibility
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Repurposing and regenerating old assets
Policy recommendations
I. 	PDR+ for brownfield and transport hubs: Permitted
development rights for selected brownfield sites, and a
presumption in favour of high-density development for
new homes and commercial space adjacent to centrallylocated urban and urban-fringe rail stations, where preagreed criteria are met around density, use and design
standards. Local authorities to get central government
funding for public services such as schools, hospitals, GPs
to support increases in population

Why

•R
 emove the barriers to bringing forward more brownfield
land: local authorities should be in a position to generate
an Employment Infrastructure funding option similar to the
HIF to support this.

The UK has many existing assets that are not fit for
purpose and rather than building anew, we should
take a good look of what we already have.

 eview green belt and brownfield along the Arc: add
•R
some brownfield to green belt, and take away green
sites that have actually been built on (1 : 1) – create more
homogenous and effective lungs around cities and towns.

Author

The failing
It is often cheaper to build anew than repurpose
existing assets and we make little to no concessions
to developers who try to re-use what we have
already.

Steven Charlton
Managing Director, Perkins and Will
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Brownfield vs.
greenfield
Along the Arc in particular, but around
many UK cities, urban space is at a premium
and the cost of wholesale redevelopment
is restrictive. For science and technology
companies, many of whom are start-ups,
rent is too high in central locations.
Brownfield and existing land could go
some way to creating cheap and readily
available space for the new economy,
without suffering the delays in planning
that many initiatives suffer. However, it is
more expensive to develop, whether due
to contamination, location, or just the costs
of conversion. This has a knock-on effect on
the lease return and can put the rental rate
at an unaccessible price for start-ups and
smaller businesses.
However, with the right encouragement, it
could provide almost all the space needed
for the new knowledge economy – and we
need to create the adaptive structure that
will allow the quick and simple repurposing
of old buildings and land for modern
employment needs.
Barriers to use
There are three key barriers that we need to
address.
An old asset might not be where you
want to develop – and much of the ‘low
hanging fruit’ has already been developed.
Despite a desire to repurpose buildings,
they are often in locations poorly served by
infrastructure.
As a result, the requirement for
redevelopment is beyond only the
building, and encompasses the wider area.
Some developments have the centre of
gravity to achieve this, but others cannot
afford to wait years for an area to grow
around their investment.
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Physical structural issues: Some building
ages work for certain things and not for
others. Science and tech is a good example
of where buildings from the 1970s are
typically the hardest to adapt, due to issues
with ventilation, low floor to ceiling heights
and the inflexibility of space.
Scale: Brownfield redevelopment is
expensive and hard work, and too few
developers have the scale to take on large
brownfield sites, or the financial resources
to work in areas that could take years to
bring forward.
Actions
These barriers are restrictive but not
insurmountable. They relate predominantly
to infrastructure and funding issues, which
local authorities, the government, and
different approaches to development in
general can address.

• Analyse tipping points on brownfield
land: Rather than just identifying
brownfield land, we should be
identifying when potential returns can
outstrip remediation costs on sites, by
taking a wide view of the opportunity
and potential costs as part of a wider
redevelopment. We should crossreference this with locations which are
connected by public transport and
focus on bringing them forward for
redevelopment.

• Use both old and new ideas: Adopting
new technology can provide significant
opportunities for repurposing, including
sustainable building materials and prefabricated construction, but these should
be coupled with practical time-tested
techniques such as robust buildings
dimensions, streets, and block sizes.

• Embed Metrics: Learning from the data of
building systems will allow more flexible
management of costs for companies
looking to afford space, as over time,
itemisation of everything from electricity
use to management and parking.

• Use the planning system: We should
identify existing areas that are ripe
for redevelopment and allow flexible

planning classes – permitting a mixture of
residential, office and light industrial but
with minimum allocations for each – to
adapt for demand and permitting one
development type to subsidise another in
the process

• Permitting demolition when necessary:
One of the main complaints with
permitted development was keeping
old offices in use when they should have
been demolished. Later changes – to
allow demolition providing the existing
massing was maintained – were never
implemented, but could have been far
more practical.

• Empowering authorities: Authorities
should be in a position to generate
an Employment Infrastructure funding
option similar to the HIF to support
development, and use partnerships with
the private sector to de-risk land.
Avoiding the same problems in future
Above all, when we redevelop now we
avoid the same problems in the future.
While we do not know what tech or
industry will need in 10 years’ time, we must
nevertheless include a future proofing
approach that includes evaluation of
the resilience and building sustainability
from the outset – to avoid potential short
sightedness in new built elements.
We should be cognisant that buildings
repurposed now, may ultimately be
repurposed again or multiple times
throughout their lifespan.

Location

<1 year

<1 year
%

1-2 years

1-2 years
%

2-3 years

2-3 years
%

3 years >

3 years >
%

Total
Total
Number Total
vacancies vacancies of live Units
%
units

Cambridge

17

2.9%

21

3.6%

6

1.0%

9

1.5%

53

9.0%

535

588

Oxford

23

4.2%

22

4.0%

8

1.5%

6

1.1%

59

10.7%

490

549

Milton Keynes

19

4.4%

10

2.3%

5

1.2%

12

2.8%

46

10.7%

384

430

Source: Local Data Company
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How to do
large scale
regeneration:
lessons learned
from King’s Cross
What were the largest obstacles in the master
planning and delivery of King’s Cross?
First, the sheer size and complexity of the
site. As a result, expectations had built up
over many years; and there had been many
false dawns. Second, we had to navigate
the outline planning and early heritage
applications through the planning system.
It was vital that we built a level of trust,
confidence and consensus with Camden
Council, the GLA and other key stakeholders
such as English Heritage, to help enable a
high-quality, local, positive decision. And
third, the financial crisis made funding the
early phases of infrastructure and building
work – never easy at the best of times - even
more complicated.
How did you order the development? What
came first?
We organised the master plan specifically to
not assume or rely on a particular sequence
or phasing. We learned that from our work
on Brindleyplace in Birmingham, which was
an early mixed-use, city-centre project and
is still seen as a model of successful urban
regeneration. We did, of course, have a
phasing in mind for the King’s Cross scheme,
and published an implementation plan.
Inevitably, it didn’t turn out that way! The
final scheme, now emerging, is richer, more
layered and more eclectic than that plan. It
already exceeds what many people hoped or
envisaged.
We started with realigning Pancras Road,
in time for the opening of St Pancras
International and then moved on to delivering
new premises for Central Saint Martins

and the University of the Arts (CSM/UAL)
in the Granary complex, along with the
infrastructure required to make that happen,
such as our energy centre. The first housing
delivered was affordable housing along
York Way. The first offices along King’s
Boulevard and around Pancras Square came
a little later.
What particular considerations were there to
take into account for the phasing?
Funding. In 2007 we had a huge site, with
outline planning permission and various
heritage consents, and a certain amount of
equity. But we didn’t have enough equity to
deliver even a portion of the infrastructure,
clean-up, utilities and site preparation
required to deliver serviced plots, let alone
the sums required for new buildings. And it
was not a good time to be talking to banks
about borrowing money.
We therefore focused on unlocking early
deals, and thereafter investing in infrastructure
which would deliver plots that we could
bring forward at sensible lending ratios. We
did not contemplate selling land to other
developers and potentially undermining the
coherence of the overall scheme. What we
did do, however, was a number of longleasehold deals with organisations – CSM/
UAL, Google UK, Camden Council – that had
an occupational interest in the site, and who
we believed would bring something very
positive to the Estate. The proceeds from
those long-leasehold deals were recycled
into funding for further infrastructure,
servicing additional plots and enabling us to
bring forward more buildings.
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Did you experience issues with planning?
In the early days, yes. It took many years to
get the first permissions. Then a local group
sought to challenge the main Camden
Council decision in the High Court through
judicial review. Islington Council then
turned down an application for the small
part of the project in their borough, leading
to a public local inquiry on “the Triangle
Site” part of the scheme.
How did you engage the local community?
We engaged in a comprehensive preapplication consultation and engagement
process between 2001 and 2004.
We sought to set out and build consensus
around clear development principles, tell
the story of the site conditions and policy
context, test out potential priorities and ideas
and show how the proposals that emerged,
related back to what people told us.
10,000 copies of our ‘framework’
documents were made available, and we
made it our mission to have a full dialogue

Current status of the units closed from August 2016 to August 2019
Current Status

Cambridge

Milton Oxford
Keynes

%
Cambridge

%Milton
Keynes

%
Oxford

107

291

57%

47%

50%

87

Still vacant

54

36

67

157

36%

17%

31%

3

40

34

77

2%

19%

16%

Merged into one unit

2

14

3

19

1%

7%

1%

Split into multiple
units

3

12

1

16

2%

6%

0%

Converted to Office

3

8

3

14

2%

4%

1%

Converted to
Residential

0

0

1

1

0%

0%

0%

Demolished Property

97

Grand
Total

Reoccupied by
retailer

Source: Local Data Company
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The original development partnership was
with LCR and DHL, and one of our LCR
colleagues referred to the early days as “a
miserable hand-to-mouth existence”. We
later dropped the “miserable”. We are now
fortunate enough to have the firepower
to make different choices, in part because
of the financial discipline we deployed in
the early years, keeping one eye on the
cash flow and the other on long-term value
generation.

All 3 locations combined
Category

Openings

Fashion & General Clothing

112

Cafes & Fast Food

66

Restaurants

53

Hairdressing, Health & Beauty

40

Chemists, Toiletries & Health

31

representatives of over 150 local community
and business organisations. It was a really
deep and successful process of dialogue,
and while some were highly critical in their
responses, many more were supportive of
the framework proposals and ideas, while
also raising queries or highlighting areas
where they felt the proposals could go
further.
What were the main lessons from your
engagement with the community and local
authorities?

Cambridge
Category

Openings

Cafes & Fast Food

21

Restaurants

20

Fashion & General Clothing

17

Hairdressing, Health & Beauty

10

Non-Retail

7

Milton Keynes
Category

Openings

Fashion & General Clothing

39

Cafes & Fast Food

19

Hairdressing, Health & Beauty

13

Employment & Post Offices

13

Chemists, Toiletries & Health

10

Unfortunately, even the above wasn’t
enough to forestall objections (and
alegal challenge) later on in the process!
Ultimately, the big lesson was the need
to be realistic about the boundaries and
limitations of public consultation and
engagement, no matter how extensive
the process. There were real benefits from
the efforts we made to consult the local
community – we got strong local buy-in on
a nationally significant project, all the while
supporting plan-led, local decision-making.
But there is no evidence that it saved any
time or prevented objections holding things
up later in the process. There are always
those who will push their objections to the
last, whatever efforts you make to achieve a
broad consensus.
What is the biggest success in delivering
the scheme?

Oxford
Category

Openings

Fashion & General Clothing

56

Cafes & Fast Food

26

Restaurants

24

Hairdressing, Health & Beauty

17

Bars, Pubs & Clubs

16

Source: Local Data Company

with local communities and groups, using
innovative (for the early 00s!) methods
and techniques to encourage people to
respond, such as vox pops, workshops and
‘mind map’ exercises. By mid-2003, we had
received over 110,000 words of comment,
criticism and encouragement in responses.
We had also talked with, presented and
listened to over 4,000 people, including

The quality and continuity of the public
realm and overall sense of place, both
during the week but crucially at the
weekend, too. King’s Cross definitely has its
own vibe and it’s a joy to see it continue to
develop, with new openings such as Coal
Drops Yard, adding further richness to the
scheme.
What lessons from the project can be
applied to modern mass regeneration
schemes?
Of course every site is different, but
there are perhaps some themes. King’s
Cross has been designed, planned, and
delivered comprehensively, keeping the
land together within a singular overarching
investment structure, and broadly sticking
to the original maste plan. The developer
has taken a long-term view, and sought to

optimise long-term value, while carefully
managing the cash flow along the way.
We have truly cared about design and the
integrity of the place: each phase has built
upon the last. To my mind, those are some
of the reasons the finished areas work so
well.

Nido, King’s Cross –
First Base / Blackstone
One of the earliest stages of the
redevelopment of King’s Cross
saw the former Natwest Office, no
longer fit for purpose, converted to
student accommodation.
“It was the first development in
King’s Cross at the time,” says First
Base’s Barry Jessup, “and it needed
something very bold.
“While Blackstone had a consent on
it, the end result could have been
better.
“The design solution was to strip
the building back to its frame and
cantilever it out by an additional
1 meter all around the tower,
completely transforming it and
allowing Blackstone to create the
product they wanted to create.
Jessup says a lot of permitted
development is ordinary and
low cost, with little long-term
consideration for the development.
“When you are repurposing
buildings it’s not about just taking
what you have got, but enhancing
it to get big gains. Taking what you
have got and building on it a little to
create a high quality product.”
The end result was a scheme of
800 student units that also included
affordable and open market sale
housing, offices and food and
beverage offers. It was one of
the first schemes in the capital to
provide on site amenities.
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What do science & tech
occupiers actually want?
Policy recommendations
I. 	Visas: Fast-track visas are essential post-Brexit for any
company registering a patent in the UK in the last 12
months, as well as for all EU and international students
graduating in the UK with degrees in key courses
related to STEM fields – science, tech, engineering &
mathematics (and medicine)

Why
Everything starts with the companies and people
we are trying to attract and grow. In short,
everything begins with the occupier.

• Start-ups can apply to get on a visa exemption list if
they are working in hard science areas, aligned to
the industrial strategy
• Tax breaks for parks that provide free public
transport between the park and city centre – i.e. a
free shuttle bus
• Flexibility enabling solutions i.e. short leases –
government takes a long lease on the property
and then offers short leases to spin-outs
• Relaxed planning for housing around science parks –
provided low rent amenity space are provided – shops,
cafes, etc to be used for employees and residents
• Relaxed planning for rental housing along/utilising
existing train lines. 30% of houses should be single
family housing rental and reserved for staff of start
ups, science parks and universities

Author

The failing
Development, planning and policy is top
down in this country. Asking and thinking about
occupiers – the businesses that will drive growth
- needs to become second nature, to determine
the kind of buildings, immigration or tax policies
we create.

Max Bryan
Head of Cambridge Office and
R&D Agency, Bidwells
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Max Bryan
Head of Cambridge Office and
R&D Agency, Bidwells

What tenants
want
Inevitably what tenants want, is staff.
And let’s be honest, what staff want is city
centre locations. But we can’t all live and
work in London – nor the centres of Oxford
and Cambridge. However, we can provide
alternatives that permit access to city
centres, while addressing their substantial
disadvantages.
It should be the job of the built
environment, policy makers and the private
sector to enable and build the reasons
for tenants and their staff to want to work
elsewhere.
Science and business parks working on a
hub and spoke model with town centres
allow companies grow cheaply, staff to be
housed suitably and the debut of a genuine
rebalancing of the economy away from
London.
By providing what tenants want they can
become the employment hubs of the new
economy.
Providing what tenants want
Tenants want:

• The right amount of space – easily
scalable

• Good locations – that staff can live close
to or travel to easily

• Space that is adaptable for specific needs
• Access to a variety of local amenities –
cafes, nurseries, shops

• Accessible to the local university – if a
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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spin out and for staffing
Easy reach to city centres – with solid
infrastructure
Appropriate facilities for their tech –
wetlabs, clean rooms, race tracks, testing
spaces
Easy staffing, so what employees want
must also be addressed:
Housing
Access to city centre amenities
Pleasant working environment
Excellent transport infrastructure to and
from work
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Changing developer and public sector
business models
Developers can provide what tenants and
their staff want, but it needs a different
business model to the conventional long
lease on upward only rent reviews.
While R&D has many advantages over
conventional office use, it creates more up
front cost in terms of extra infrastructure,
different fit outs, and the issues/concerns
for landlords caused by letting space to a
company with a poor covenant.

community alongside full time transport
links to the nearest large town, for instance a
subsidised bus route.
The Arc is in an incredible position to attract
new occupiers, but this needs to be part of
a wider strategy that links needs of private
sector, government and the firms and their
staff. One without the other will not deliver.

This means planning slower returns into a
park’s development from the beginning
and accepting more covenant risk.
Where viability is an issue, new policies and
partnerships with authorities or universities
can encourage development that can
survive with slower financial return. For
instance, by land sharing agreements, or
access to public works loan board money.
Meanwhile, national government research
funding streams for tenant parks will
increase their financial stability in early years,
which landlords can count on for covenant
strength.
National policy changes, like easier visa rules
for tenants of the park hiring straight from
the local university, will also solve issues of
staffing and immediately make the parks
more attractive locations for occupiers.
Housing and infrastructure
This must link to housing and infrastructure,
which can be incorporated into
development models to increase viability as
well as addressing the needs of occupiers.
Again, we can think about new ways of
doing this to encourage more housing and
increasing viability of parks.
For instance, fast track planning could be
granted for housing around parks to their
owners, who could make upfront profit by
selling off plots to house builders - which,
in exchange, is used to fund different types
of offices.
Alternatively, fast tracked rental housing
around parks could provide a cross subsidy
for start-up tenants.
In exchange for fast tracked planning, lower
tax, cheap funding or even the chance to
build on the green belt, developments
must include large amounts of subsidised
amenities – cafes and shops for the new

“In exchange
for fast tracked
planning, lower
tax, cheap funding
or even the
chance to build
on the green belt,
developments
must include
large amounts
of subsidised
amenities”
D
 ick Wise
Bidwells

Contributor
Phil Kemp
CEO, Bruntwood SciTech

Proximity, density,
mobility
Occupiers don’t want to be isolated.
They don’t want to be based in sterile,
uninspiring work environments. Above all,
they aren’t going to opt for the mediocre.
Business parks need to go above and
beyond the average and the ‘merely okay’.
The key principles behind innovation
districts are proximity, density, and mobility.
All of these support the main benefit of
an innovation district and the collaborative
opportunities it offers. Manchester’s
Oxford Road Corridor Innovation District
offers all of these combined with a high
concentration of academic, cultural and
knowledge institutions, such as the city’s
universities, hospitals, science parks, art
galleries, theatres, and museums.
Innovation districts can and should be rolled
out across the UK. Bruntwood SciTech’s aim
is exactly that: ‘creating a network of thriving
innovation districts across the UK’.
Innovation districts have a key contribution
to make not only to a city’s cultural vibrancy,
but to the employment opportunities they
create, the social impact they have, and the
GVA they provide for UK Plc. It is through
having a network of innovation districts that
the UK will be able to reap the benefits of
more chance happenings and serendipitous
collaborations, that lead to companies
forming, scaling, growing and innovating.
There are many things the government can
do to support science parks in the planning
system. Establishing more sector specialist
enterprise zones can help give customers
rates relief as they look to establish themselves
in their start-up and growth phases. As well
as this, more grants, funding and investment
opportunities for science parks to be able
to offer prospective companies. And above
all, looking to the US and Europe to see the
conditions that are required will help science
parks build the types of places we know will
be successful. Investment in good transport
infrastructure is key.

Latent Logic, Oxford
Oxford based Latent Logic builds software to test self-driving vehicles.
Its AI based human behaviour models, which use a machine learning technique
called ‘Imitation Learning’, enable fast, robust and safe testing of autonomous
vehicles entirely in simulation.
Since its spin out from Oxford University, and initial seed round 18 months ago, it
has grown to 19 people.
Originally housed with OSI, when it announced plans to move to North Oxford,
Latent Logic decided it was time to get a space of their own, and currently has
space on Hollybush Row, in a converted pub.
According to chief executive officer Kirsty Lloyd-Jukes, the relatively short lease
allows flexibility in terms of future growth plans, while the proximity to the station
was essential for staff that commute from outside Oxford.
“The single biggest constraint for Oxford is the supply of high-quality talent, and it is
important that Oxford thinks mindfully about how to address this.” says Lloyd-Jukes.
“Housing is exceptionally expensive and the cost of living is high. Yes, the quality of
life is better than in the city, but the last thing we want is for Oxford to be as or more
expensive than London.
“In terms of office space, there is a real lack. It’s difficult just for normal office space,
and its acute if you need complicated wet/lab space.”
Alongside the physical aspects for company growth, Lloyd-Jukes says easier visa
access would also help them attract highly skilled talent, which due to the specialist
nature of the academic skills needed, can’t be sourced from within the UK alone.
“Of course the UK needs a considered approach to immigration that supports skill
growth in the UK, but today’s one-size-fits-all system can stifle small companies.
There should be some form of exemption for start-ups working in growth areas
aligned to government strategy, like A.I.” adds Lloyd-Jukes.
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MiroBio
MiroBio is a recently launched biologics company with a mission
to treat a range of autoimmune and inflammatory disorders.
The company was founded by leading immunologists at the
University of Oxford who have spent over 15 years focused on
understanding the mechanisms which underlie T-cell signalling.
The startups has raised £27m in its first round of funding from
venture capital biotech investors, enabling early clinical research
to proof-of-concept. Further funding rounds will then be
required or discussion with a pharmaceutical partner.
It has currently secured space at Oxford University’s Bio
Escalator building, which has been designed as an incubator for
start ups and is fully fitted out with labs and offices, equipment,
meeting space and IT support.
For tenants, the advantage is not having to buy or wait for
equipment, which can be rented, while there is support for the
day to day running of a company.
According to VP of Operations Tim Funnell, it plans on staying
12-18 months before setting up a facility, however this is
proving difficult due to the availability of space.
MiroBio’s requirement will be for between 3,000 and 5,000 sq
ft of space, half in labs and half in offices to house its expanding
workforce, which should rise from five to 15. The requirement,
according to Funnell, could be met by refurbishment of existing
office or retail space as basic laboratories do not require
extensive changes to ventilation or power requirements.
Funnell says city centre locations are far better for recruitment for
small tech companies looking to attract junior staff who want to live
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and work in an exciting environment. For this reason it is essential
there is more space developed around city centres along the Arc.
“For me, the key thing is recruitment, and that’s why location
is key. Good transport links are essential and with the Oxford
traffic gridlocking the roads, we are looking for something with
good public transport and rail connectivity.”
Funnell is sceptical whether science parks would work for a
burgeoning biotech in their current formats.
“I have a problem with science parks as they are hard to get to
unless you own a car, and once you are there you rarely meet
anyone outside your organisation.
“They lack the facilities which encourage interaction with
others: lunch venues, gyms, social spaces etc. Inter-company
communication doesn’t happen on sites where everyone
stays in their own building, and forced events don’t replace
serendipitous meetings,” he says.
His views echo the findings of Bidwells’ own research, which
has stressed the need for science parks to provide warm
environments where companies can interact and provide
quality facilities on site to keep staff happy, entertained and
mixing.
“The close interaction with other companies is very valuable,”
says Funnell.
“We don’t discuss the specifics of our technologies, but across
the functional elements there is a big benefit in being able
to share problems and learn from other people’s solutions e.g. recruitment, finance, legal, operations, funding. Informal
collaboration has saved me a lot of time and effort.”

Hierarchy of facilities important to large R&D business

Sports facilities

Shops

Other

Innovation
centres / hubs
/ co-working

Hotels

Proximity to
housing

Meeting
facilities

Public
transport hubs

Cafés

Childcare
facilities

Restaurants
Pubs

£726bn
Global market cap

Conference
facilities

30%

Change in R&D spending
Increased
No Change
Reduced

1.3m
Global employees

£21bn
Global R&D spending (16/17)

of respondents think it likely they will take
new property over the next five years

40%
52%
8%

67%

of those expecting to take new property
state this is due to business growth
Source: Bidwells & Creative Places, YouGov
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Well-being and healthy towns

?
Why
Because healthy towns are not just going
to increase our life expectancy, but also the
cost to the NHS, LAs, and psychologically.

Policy recommendations
I. 	Well-being needs to be quantified and a key
consideration in planning application criteria.
Currently, bias is towards quantity at any cost, rather
than to meaningful improvements to quality of life
and experience
II. 	Create a national task force that quantifies
well-being, the health of towns and the health
community benefit of new development
III. 	Transport hubs: Presumption in favour of highdensity development for new homes and
commercial space adjacent to centrally-located,
urban and urban fringe rail stations, or schemes
which create walkways and cycle paths making them
within a 10 minute walk. This would support quick
development in close proximity to urban transit and
encourage active travel and healthier communities

Author

The failing
Junk food is still cheaper than healthy food.
Cars easier to run than bicycles. Pollution
accepted in all but a few areas. Renewable
energy is more expensive than gas. There
needs to be a complete reversal.

Nick Jacobs
CEO, Rowan Asset Management
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Nick Jacobs, CEO
Rowan Asset Management

Well-being must
be at the heart of
our future towns
Abraham Maslow first published his hierarchy
of needs in 1943. According to Maslow, the
basest physiological motivations include food,
water and shelter. On the next rung just above
these basic requirements for survival, Maslow
identified health and well-being as among
the needs.

Crucially, we also need to think about how
we engage with local stakeholders on this
issue.
Making sure local councils, health authorities
and the wider community is involved will help
create wider opportunities to boost health
and well-being throughout our towns and
communities. There are studies that show how
investing in the public realm e.g. through

planting more trees to soak up excess carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere.
And speaking as an investor, being involved
with projects that have a beneficial social
impact is vitally important. Social and
sustainable enterprise is a growing trend
which is increasingly driving investment
decisions. Not to engage with it would be
short-sighted.

Smoking and physical
inactivity by region

If Maslow worked this out over half-a
century ago, then it’s high time we
started making well-being and health a
primary consideration when considering
developments and their wider impact on
communities, towns and cities.
There is certainly a social good to be gained
from this. Recent studies show one in four
Brits are obese, with some predicting that by
2030, half of the UK could be obese. Clearly,
if these trends continue, t the NHS will find
itself pressured as more and more of us are
plagued by health issues.
While government can legislate against
sugary drinks for example, we also need
to design our environments and living
spaces to make healthier behaviour more
instinctive. This can be as simple as making
areas bike friendly.

24 16
Proportion of physcially inactive adults
Smoking prevalelance

23 16

But well-being is about more than just
physical health. It is also about how we feel,
our mental health. For us in property, this
means thinking about increasing sociability
in our developments. By offering residents a
sense of ownership, such as through shared
allotments, we create a community, a sense
of purpose. All of that helps boost mental
well-being.

22 17

25 16
25 14
23 14

And when it comes to designing homes,
architectural choices can help increase
well-being whether that is through higher
ceilings to create a sense of space, or high
windows that allow abundant natural light to
come into the residence
Of course, it is hard to envisage promoting
well-being and health across an entire town or
city through one grand design. But if we all as
developers and investors consider it of prime
importance in our plans, then cumulatively the
impacts will add up.
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Source: Public Health England

Contributor
Kerrigan Procter
CEO of Legal & General Capital

What do we mean
by a healthy town
or city?
The challenges for UK urban areas are
increasing. There is significant pressure
being placed on existing real estate,
energy, transportation and social
infrastructure. Strong house price growth
over the past decade has made city living
unaffordable for many, including workers
vital to cities’ health, education and
emergency response services.
Air quality in urban locations is deteriorating
and remains poor. Vehicle congestion,
building concentration, poor design, and
piecemeal heating and cooling installations
have exacerbated urban microclimates. These
challenges will only intensify. Unless we act
now, we will not create healthy towns and
cities for future generations.
What do we mean by a healthy town
or city? At Legal & General, we believe
it is about creating thriving cities and
sustainable communities with good
employment opportunities a provision
of high quality and varied housing, and
enhanced infrastructure, all in a digitallyconnected, clean and safe environment.
These are developments and places that
will help people live longer, healthier and
happier lives. For a person to be healthy,
both physically and mentally, we believe
that enabled by technology, towns and
cities need to
focus on:

• Places and communities – the building
and spaces that provide comfortable
and the appropriate homes, productive
workplaces and amenities for vibrant,
healthy and socially cohesive communities

• Networks and resilient systems – the
systems and networks that provide
services and infrastructure adapted for an
efficient and productive economy

• Environmental sustainability – sustainable
use of land, environmental resources and
adaption to climate change. An efficient
low carbon system, resourceful water
usage, sustainable food production,
waste avoidance and recycling.

There is a critical funding gap which patient
capital can play a key role in addressing and
which will in turn, help to create healthy
places. By deploying capital in the most
effective way, it can support long-term
productivity and prosperity. The needs are
broad, spanning from repositioning vacant
and obsolete retail, to delivering low cost
energy, new jobs supported by work space
developments, and increasing housing
provision through a multitude of different
housing tenures.
As an example we are incorporating later
living developments into towns and cities
across the country as part of our health and
well-being agenda. According to Arco,
residents in retirement communities are
less likely to enter hospital, with unplanned
admissions being found to reduce from
eight to 14 days to one to two days. This can
save millions for local economies.
Or it could be about providing the
necessary amenities for a city, such as retail.
In Cambridge, we have been transforming
the Grafton Shopping centre, to make this a
fit-for-use retail destination for the people
of Cambridge.
The future of our energy system must be
clean and more responsive to consumers,
costs must be reduced and service delivery
optimised. Legal & General is investing
long-term capital into the evolving
landscape of the energy sector in order to
mature technologies, accelerate progress
to low cost, low carbon economies and
reduce the cost of power for consumers.
Investment focus in this sector to date
includes renewable wind and solar power
through NTR Plc and Oxford Photovoltaics
respectively, alongside electric vehicle
charging infrastructure business Pod Point.
The aim is to create more efficient houses
and buildings for our cities, utilising
innovative technologies to control, manage
and store energy in order to make the most
efficient use of the mix of various energy
resources available.
These needs and necessary infrastructure
should be considered in any city plan as
a matter of urgency, to ensure a focus on
creating an efficient low carbon energy
system and a resourceful water usage
system to ensure waste avoidance and
recycling.

L&G’s social charter
Legal & General’s house building business
has also looked at how much social value it
can create at Buckler’s Park in Crowthorne,
its 250-acre housing community in Berkshire.
This has been established by looking at
three main areas:

• Utilising a Social Value Tool Kit – to monitor
and communicate how much value Legal
& General Homes have created to the
benefit of the local community.

• Procurement – included a weighting on
social capital creation on its tendering.
On two contracts alone, Legal & General
Homes has created £2.895m of social
value for the local community.

• Empowering Local Community – creation
of the UK’s first Social Value Charter.
The Social Value Charter is a long-term, up
front public commitment by a development
investor to deliver positive community
impact to the future population in a specific
named place. It is measured in a total social
value number in £s, and by specifying the
assets being created for the community’s
benefit. This is in addition to what
development investors have to do through
Section 106 and planning obligations, and is
a voluntary commitment to a community.
This approach highlights the importance
of working with the local authority and
being in a dialogue with stakeholders from
the outset on how our investments could
benefit the community. It is then possible
for the community to be empowered to
think about how it can benefit from our
development activity. By embedding
social value at an early stage, it is possible
to help regenerate derelict urban areas to
improve a community, bring more jobs to
the local area, maximise land density and
increase economic productivity. This is why
it is important for all investors to think about
the impact of their investment in its widest
sense, whatever their timeframe might be.
By setting the foundations for healthy and
well-enabled towns and cities from the
outset, through close dialogue with local
authorities and with city plans factoring in
a place’s energy and infrastructure needs
from the off, we expect to have a positive
impact on the lives of our customers and
the wider society.
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Grosvenor Britain
and Ireland

Guy Palmer
Regeneration
Director for
Metropolitan Thames
Valley Housing

Philip Barnes
Group Land and
Planning Director
Barratt PLC

Dr Andrew Grant
Finance Bursar and
Fellow, University
College, Oxford

Johnny Caddick
Managing Director,
Moda Living

Phil Kemp
CEO, Bruntwood
Scitech

Andrew Taylor
Head of Planning,
Countryside

John Sommerville
Managing Partner,
Creative Places

Robert Evans
CEO, Kings Cross,
Argent

Barry Jessup
Director,
First Base

Ken Dytor
Executive Chairman,
Urban Catalyst

Roz Bird
Commercial
Director
MEPC

Fiona Fletcher-Smith
L&Q Group Director,
Development and
Sales

Kerrigan Procter
CEO of Legal &
General Capital

Sam Lenehan
Associate Director
of House, Urban
Splash

Gregg Bayes-Brown
Marketing and
Communications
Manager, Oxford
University Innovation

Angus Horner
Director and
Shareholder,
Harwell Campus

Zachary Zabel
Nelson Nygaard
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